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Glossary
Term

Acronyms
Definition

0° isotherm

The altitude in which the temperature is at 0°C (the freezing point of
water) in a free atmosphere.

Flight Level (FL)

A standard nominal altitude of an aircraft, in hundreds of feet, based
upon a standardised air pressure at sea-level.

Helicopter Main
Route (HMR)

Routes which are established to facilitate safe helicopter flights in
Instrument Flight Rules (IFR) conditions (i.e., when flight cannot be
completed in visual conditions).

Instrument
Approach

A procedure used by helicopters for low-visibility approaches
platforms which relies upon an aircraft’s on-board weather radar for
guidance and as a means of detecting obstacles in the approach path.

Acronym

Full term

ADR

Air Defence Radar

AIP

Aeronautical Information Package

AOC

Aircraft Operator Certificate

ATC

Air Traffic Control

ATS

Air Traffic Services

CAA

Civil Aviation Authority

CAP

Civil Aviation Publication

CAS

Controlled Airspace

Instrument Flight
Rules (IFR)

Instrument Flight Rules are rules that govern the operation of an
aircraft, and allow for a suitably equipped aircraft and pilot to fly in
weather and/or airspace in which VFR flight may not be permitted.

CNS

Communication, navigation and surveillance

DAP

Directorate of Airspace Policy

Instrument
Meteorological
Conditions (IMC)

Weather conditions which would preclude flight under Visual Flight
Rules (i.e., conditions where the aircraft is in or close to cloud or flying
in visibility of less than a specified minimum).

DECC

Department of Energy and Climate Change

DfT

Department for Transport

Minimum Safe
Altitude (MSA)

Under aviation flight rules, the altitude below which it is unsafe to fly
owing to presence of terrain or obstacles within a specified area.

DGC

Defence Geographic Centre

DIO

Defence Infrastructure Organisation

Missed Approach
Procedure (MAP)

The actions for the crew of an aircraft to take when an instrument
approach procedure is not successful (e.g., the crew are unable to
see the runway, approach lights or helideck).

DME

Distance Measuring Equipment

DSC

Digital Selective Calling

ERCoP

Emergency Response Cooperation Plan

NATS Ltd.

NATS Ltd. is the umbrella company that oversees the complete suite
of NATS operations. NATS en-route is one of those operations.

FIR

Flight Information Region

Off route

A flight path that does not follow a predetermined HMR.

FL

Flight Level

A military instrument approach system which provides both horizontal
and vertical guidance for landing from 10 or 20 nautical miles (NM)
from the airfield.

HMR

Helicopter Main Route

Precision Approach
Radar (PAR)

IAIP

Integrated Aeronautical Information Package

IFR

Instrument Flight Rules

Uncontrolled
airspace

Airspace in which Air Traffic Control does not exercise any executive
authority, but may provide basic information services to aircraft in
radio contact. In the United Kingdom (UK), Class G airspace is
uncontrolled.

ILS

Instrument Landing System

IMC

Instrument Meteorological Conditions

IPC

Infrastructure Planning Commission

Visual Flight Rules
(VFR)

The rules governing flight conducted visually (i.e., with the crew
maintaining separation from obstacles and other aircraft visually).

IR

Infra-Red

LAT

Lowest Astronomical Tide

LFA

Low Flying Area

MAP

Missed Approach Procedure

MCA

Maritime and Coastguard Agency

MDA

Managed Danger Area

iii

Acronym

Full term

MGN

Maritime Guidance Notice

Mil AIP

Military Aeronautical Information Publication

MOD

Ministry of Defence

MSA

Minimum Safe Altitude

NAIZ

Non Automatic Initiation Zones

NATO

North Atlantic Treaty Organisation

NATS

NATS Ltd. (formerly National Air Traffic Services Ltd.)

ODPM

Office of the Deputy Prime Minister

OSA

Offshore Safety Area

PAR

Precision Approach Radar

PSR

Primary Surveillance Radar

RAF

Royal Air Force

SAR

Search and Rescue

SSR

Secondary Surveillance Radar

UHF

Ultra High Frequency

UKHO

UK Hydrographic Office

VFR

Visual Flight Rules

VHF

Very High Frequency

VOR

VHF Omnidirectional Range

WEDCA

Wind Energy, Defence and Civil Aviation
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AVIATION, MILITARY AND COMMUNICATIONS

Purpose of this Chapter
8.1.7

8.1

Introduction

8.1.1

This chapter presents the results of the Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) of
the proposed Project Two development (namely Subzone 2, the export cable route
corridor and the export cable landfall site, being the elements of Project Two relevant
to this chapter) during its construction, operation and decommissioning on aviation
military and communications.

8.1.2

Project Two is the second project proposed for development within the Hornsea
Zone. The Hornsea Zone is being developed using a phased programme, which
divides the zone into subzones. The first of the subzones to be developed was
Subzone 1 (Project One), which was granted development consent by the Secretary
of State for Energy and Climate Change in December 2014. Subzone 2 (Project Two)
is the second of the subzones to be developed. Project Two is similar in terms of its
nature and location, to Project One. As such, where matters have been discussed
and agreed during consultation on Project One, and are applicable to the Project Two
EIA, they have been incorporated into this Environmental Statement (see Section 8.4
for further details).

8.1.3

The application for development consent for Project Two has been compiled and
consulted on by SMart Wind on behalf of ‘the Developer’.

8.1.4

A Technical Report for aviation, military and communications is presented in
Volume 5, Annex 5.8.1: Aviation, Military and Communications Technical Report.

8.1.8

Purpose of this Document
8.1.5

The primary purpose of the Environmental Statement is to support the Development
Consent Order (DCO) application for Project Two under the Planning Act 2008 (the
2008 Act). The Environmental Statement should be read in conjunction with the NonTechnical Summary, which summarises in non-technical language the key issues
presented in this report.

8.1.6

It is intended that the Environmental Statement will provide statutory and nonstatutory consultees with sufficient technical information to complete the examination
of the proposed development options and will form the basis of agreement on the
content of the DCO and/or Marine Licence conditions (as required).
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This Environmental Statement chapter will:


Present the existing environmental baseline established from desk studies and
consultation;



Present the potential environmental effects on aviation, military and
communications arising from Project Two, based upon the information gathered
and the analysis and assessments undertaken to date. Specifically this includes
assessment of the following factors in relation to aviation, military and
communications interests:
•

Physical obstructions;

•

The generation of unwanted returns on Primary Surveillance Radar (PSR);
and

•

Adverse effects on the overall performance of communication and
navigation equipment.



Identify any assumptions and limitations encountered in compiling the
environmental information; and



Highlight any necessary monitoring and/or mitigation measures which could
prevent, minimise, reduce or offset the possible environmental effects identified
at the relevant stage in the EIA process.

This chapter presents a summary of computer modelling results and consultation that
has been undertaken to assess Project Two for potential effects upon military,
aviation and communications interests in the region. Potential effects on the interests
of NATS (En-Route), the Ministry of Defence (MOD), Search and Rescue (SAR) and
the helicopter support operations to the offshore oil and gas industry have been
assessed and summarised. Sea-based vessels have also been considered from a
communications perspective.

8.2

Study Area

8.2.1

The aviation, military and communications study area is shown in Figure 8.1 below.
This includes Subzone 2 and the offshore cable route corridor, which comprises the
offshore development footprint. Specifically, the aviation, military and
communications study area covers:


Radars on the east coast of England that could potentially detect 276 m high
(blade tip) wind turbines within Subzone 2;



Offshore platforms that have 9 NM consultation zone that overlap with
Subzone 2;



Helicopter Main Routes (HMRs) from Humberside, Norwich and North Denes
(Great Yarmouth) airports;



Microwave links within the vicinity of Subzone 2; and



Very high frequency (VHF)/ultra-high frequency (UHF) communications within
230 NM from the centre point of Subzone 2 (the maximum range of an aircraft
flying at 35,000 ft.).

8-2

Figure 8.1

Project Two offshore development and aviation, military and communications study area.
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Table 8.2

8.3

Planning Policy Context

8.3.1

Guidance on the issues to be assessed for offshore renewable energy developments
has been obtained through reference to the Overarching National Policy Statement
(NPS) for Energy (EN-1; DECC, 2011).

8.3.2

8.3.3

Summary of NPS EN-1 policy on
decision making (and mitigation) in
relation to aviation, military and
communications

NPS EN-1 (paragraphs 5.4.10 to 5.4.13) includes guidance on what matters are to be
included in an applicant’s assessment on aviation, military and communications,
these are summarised in Table 8.1.

Secretary of State should be satisfied that
the effects on civil and military aerodromes,
aviation technical sites and other defence
assets have been addressed by the
applicant and that any necessary
assessment of the proposal on aviation or
defence interests has been carried out. In
particular, it should be satisfied that the
proposal has been designed to minimise
adverse impacts upon the operation and
safety of aerodromes and that reasonable
mitigation is carried out (paragraph 5.4.14 of
NPS EN-1).

The planning process for Nationally Significant Infrastructure Projects (NSIPs) is
administered by PINS, with the decision on the DCO being taken by the Secretary of
State. NPS EN-1 highlights a number of points relating to the determination of an
application and in relation to mitigation (paragraphs 5.4.14 to 5.4.21); these are
summarised in Table 8.2 below.

Table 8.1

Summary of NPS EN-1 policy relevant to aviation, military and
communications and consideration of the Project Two assessment.

Summary of NPS EN-1 policy relevant to
the assessment of aviation, military and
communications

How and where considered within the
Project Two assessment

Where the proposed development may have
an effect on civil or military aviation and/or
other defence assets an assessment of
potential effects should be set out in the
Environmental Statement (paragraph 5.4.10
of NPS EN-1).

Project Two’s assessment has considered
each of these potential effects and provided
an assessment of their likely significance,
considering each phase of the development
process (i.e., construction, operation and
decommissioning). See Section 8.6 of this
chapter.

The applicant should consult the MOD, CAA,
NATS and any aerodrome – licensed or
otherwise – likely to be affected by the
proposed development (paragraph 5.4.11 of
NPS EN-1).

Consultation with potentially affected
stakeholders has been carried out from the
early stages of the project (see Table 8.3 of
this chapter). See also the Consultation
Report.

Any assessment of aviation or other defence
interests should include potential impacts of
the project upon the operation of
Communication, Navigation and Surveillance
(CNS) infrastructure, flight patterns (both civil
and military), other defence assets and
aerodrome operational procedures. It should
also assess the cumulative effects of the
project with other relevant projects in relation
to aviation and defence (paragraph 5.4.12 of
NPS EN-1).

Project Two’s assessment has considered
each of these potential effects and provided
an assessment of their likely significance,
considering each phase of the development
process (i.e., construction, operation and
decommissioning). See Section 8.6 of this
chapter.
Cumulative impacts have been assessed in
Section 8.7 of this chapter.

Summary of NPS EN-1 policy on decision making with regard to aviation,
military and communications and consideration in the Project Two
assessment.
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How and where considered within the
Project Two assessment
Consultation has involved all relevant
aviation, military and communications
stakeholders which include but are not limited
to:
NATS;
CAA;
Regional Aerodromes (Hollym, North
Coates, Humbleton, Garton Field,
Cuxwold);
Humberside Airport;
Helicopter Operators (Bristow, Noordzee
Helikopters Vlaaderen (NHV), Bond, CHC
Scotia Helicopters Ltd);
Oil and Gas platform owners (Centrica,
E.ON, Tullow, Fairfield, Perenco,
ConocoPhillips, GDF, Burgate, RDUK,
Dana, Shell);
MOD;
Defence Geographic Centre; Maritime
Coastguard Agency (MCA); and
Trinity House.
Comments from these stakeholders have
been fed into the EIA process. It is by this preapplication consultation that SMart Wind,
along with adhering to relevant
legislation/guidance, ensure that the
requirements of NPS EN-1 are met in relation
to assessing the impact on civil and military
aerodromes, aviation technical sites and other
defence assets. The impact assessment on
aviation, military and communications is
presented in section 8.6 of this chapter.
SMart Wind have met regularly with PINS,
during the pre-application stage. These
meetings ensure that any project issues
identified are discussed. Meeting minutes of
the pre-application meetings are available on
the PINS website.

Summary of NPS EN-1 policy on
decision making (and mitigation) in
relation to aviation, military and
communications

How and where considered within the
Project Two assessment

If there are conflicts between the
Government’s energy and transport policies
and military interests in relation to the
application, the Secretary of State should
expect the relevant parties to have made
appropriate efforts to work together to
identify realistic and pragmatic solutions to
the conflicts. In so doing, the parties should
seek to protect the aims and interests of the
other parties as far as possible (paragraph
5.4.15 of NPS EN-1).

The following impact assessment shows that
SMart Wind have taken steps to avoid or
reduce the impact of the development through
mitigation and mutually agreed solutions.
Mitigation measures for aviation, military and
communications receptors are presented in
Table 8.10 of this chapter.
The impact assessment on aviation military
and communication receptors are presented
in section 8.6 of this chapter.

Where aviation and navigation lighting is
requested on structures that goes beyond
statutory requirements by any of the
relevant aviation and defence consultees,
the Secretary of State should satisfy itself of
the necessity of such lighting taking into
account the case put forward by the
consultees. The effect of such lighting on
the landscape and ecology may be a
relevant consideration (paragraph 5.4.16 of
NPS EN-1).

The developer will propose aviation and
navigation lighting through consultation with
the CAA and Trinity House that satisfies the
requirements of aviation and maritime
regulation (CAA, 2012a). The indicative
lighting plan is included in Chapter 10:
Seascape and Visual Resources.

Where, after reasonable mitigation,
operational changes, obligations and
requirements have been proposed, the
Secretary of State considers that:
a development would prevent a licensed
aerodrome from maintaining its licence;
the benefits of the proposed development
are outweighed by the harm to
aerodromes serving business, training or
emergency service needs; or
the development would significantly
impede or compromise the safe and
effective use of defence assets or
significantly limit military training;
the development would have an impact
on the safe and efficient provision of en
route air traffic control services for civil
aviation.
consent should not be granted (paragraph
5.4.17 of NPS EN-1).

Summary of NPS EN-1 policy on
decision making (and mitigation) in
relation to aviation, military and
communications

How and where considered within the
Project Two assessment

Where a proposed energy infrastructure
development would significantly impede or
compromise the safe and effective use of
civil or military aviation or defence assets
and or significantly limit military training, the
Secretary of State may consider the use of
‘Grampian’, or other forms of condition
which relate to the use of future
technological solutions, to mitigate impacts.

Project Two has been sited to minimise
conflicts with aviation, military and
communication receptors. In cases where
conflict has been highlighted by early
consultation, SMart Wind has, where
appropriate, proposed mitigation measures to
reduce or negate impacts. Mitigation measures
for aviation, military and communications
receptors are presented in Table 8.10 of this
chapter.
The impact assessment on aviation military
and communication receptors are presented
in section 8.6 of this chapter.

Project Two has been sited to minimise
conflicts with aviation, military and
communication receptors. In cases where
conflict has been highlighted by early
consultation, SMart Wind has, where
appropriate, proposed mitigation measures to
reduce or negate impacts. Mitigation measures
for aviation, military and communications
receptors are presented in Table 8.10 of this
chapter.

Mitigation for infringement of Obstacle
Limitation Surfaces (OLS) may include:
amendments to layout or scale of
infrastructure;
changes to operational procedures of the
aerodromes in accordance with relevant
guidance; and
installation of obstacle lighting and/or by
notification in Aeronautical Information
Service publications.
For CNS infrastructure, the UK military Low
Flying system (including Tactical Training
Areas (TTAs)) and designated air traffic
routes, mitigation may also include:
lighting;
operational airspace changes; and
upgrading of existing CNS infrastructure.
Mitigation for effects on radar,
communications and navigational systems
may include reducing the scale of a project
(paragraphs 5.4.18 – 5.4.21 of NPS EN-1).

The impact assessment on aviation military
and communication receptors are presented
in section 8.6 of this chapter.

8.3.4
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Further advice in relation specifically to the Project Two development has been
sought through consultation with the statutory authorities and from the PINS scoping
opinion (Table 8.4).

8.4

Consultation

8.4.1

The Project Two development is similar, both in terms of its nature and location, to
that of Project One. The matters relevant to Project Two which were raised in the
formal responses from consultees for Project One and issues identified during preapplication consultation on Project One are set out in Table 8.3 below. All of these
matters have been taken forward in the EIA for Project Two and a response on each
matter in terms of Project Two is provided in Table 8.3. Further details on the
statutory and non-statutory consultation undertaken for Project Two are set out in the
Consultation Report.

8.4.2

A summary of the key issues raised during consultation for Project Two and how
these have been addressed in the production of this Environmental Statement
chapter that has taken place during the preparation of this assessment for Project
Two is set out in Table 8.4 below.

8.4.3

A Scoping Report for Project Two was submitted to the Planning Inspectorate (PINS),
in October 2012 (SMart Wind, 2012). Following consultation, PINS provided a
Scoping Opinion in November 2012 (PINS, 2012).

8.4.4

The first phase of consultation for Project Two took place alongside the fourth phase
of consultation for Project One during February and March 2013. These consultation
phases were synchronised to ensure the process of developing the projects
simultaneously was clearly set out and understood.

8.4.5

The Draft Environmental Statement for Project Two was consulted on during the
second phase of consultation, which took place during July 2014.

8.4.6

A summary of the key issues raised during consultation for Project Two and how
these have been addressed in the production of this Environmental Statement
chapter are set out in Table 8.4 below. Further information can be found in the
Consultation Report.
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Table 8.3

Summary of relevant matters raised during Project One for aviation, military and communications applied to Project Two.
Consultee

Issues raised on Project One which are applicable to Project Two

How/Where addressed within Project Two

Humberside Airport

Discussion on aviation assessment. Operational and Maintenance
Requirements.
It was considered that Project One and Project Two would not negatively
impact on Humberside Airport operations.

Volume 3, Chapter 10: Socio Economics details the possible employment
benefits that a project of this nature could bring to the Humber region. In
recognising possible operational and maintenance strategies described in
Volume 1, Chapter 3: Project Description, considering the use of helicopters
could possibly lead to an increase in operations at Humberside airport
which was recognised by Humberside Airport as a possible opportunity.

MOD

With respect to Donna Nook Air weapons range, request to continue dialogue
so as range operations can be coordinated accordingly as the projects
progress.

The impact on Donna Nook Air weapons range is discussed in section 8.6.
The developer will inform DIO of all construction activities within the cable
route corridor.

Helicopter operators

Representation from BOND, Bristow, NHV. Discussed operational input to
assessment:
Icing levels;
Transit heights;
HMRs;
Consultation zone impingement;
Flying routes;
Services provided by Anglia;
SAR;
Approach procedures.

The impact on helicopter operators assessed in section 8.6.

Bristow Helicopters

The proposed realignment of HMR 2 [NB: now more representative of HMR
12] will increase flight distances but Bristow do not see any safety implications
for following the re-route with the exception of increased flight time.
Needs to be a better understanding of the process to agree revised HMRs with
clear roles and responsibilities of NATS, Helicopter operators, offshore wind
developers and oil and gas operators.
Platform Access and Search and Rescue (SAR) operations: The general
procedure of using a sector approach is generally agreeable.

Impact on helicopter operations with regard to HMRs is assessed in section
8.6.31 to 8.6.36.
SAR is assessed in section 8.6.131 to 8.6.134.

Bristows

Advised that the majority of flights to the Mimas platform are from the Viking
Bravo or Loggs platforms. Most arrive at low level, although if the weather is
poor than they will climb up and do a radar approach.

Impact on the Mimas platform is assessed in paragraph 8.6.57 to 8.6.59.

Bond Helicopters

Discussed HMR revisions. Bond agrees from an operational safety
perspective.
Discussed approach to instrument approaches. Advised need to consider
missed approach from platforms.
Recommended helicopter group workshop to discuss HMR realignment.

Impact on helicopter operations with regard to HMRs assessed in 8.6.31
to8.6.36.
Missed approach procedures assessed in section 8.6.103 to 8.6.109.
SMart Wind organised a helicopter workshop for January 2013 (see below).

BP

Discussed BP Fixed Links. Provided BP microwave fixed links. BP confirmed
that a precautionary 100 m corridor would provide sufficient line of sight for
any range of frequency and/or lines.
Discussed Radar Early Warning Systems (REWS). BP advised REWS on BP
Ravenspurn North and Babbage platforms.

Microwave fixed links are outside the Project Two area.
REWS is assessed in Chapter 11 infrastructure and Other Users.
Consultation with E.ON E&P UK Limited have subsequently advised there
is no REWS on Babbage platform.
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Consultee

Issues raised on Project One which are applicable to Project Two

How/Where addressed within Project Two

Aviation Stakeholders including
helicopter operators, oil and gas
operators and regulators

Discussion on aviation assessment; methodology and its conclusions.
HMR discussion: The dual purpose of the HMR was discussed as providing
both a safe means of flying to and from offshore installations and as an
identification of common flight paths. The HMR structure was not seen as of
paramount importance to safe guard air traffic. The impact of Project Two on
the existing HMRs was not seen to be significant. In VFR pilots would continue
to use the HMRs and therefore they should not be moved.

The impact on HMRs is assessed in paragraphs 8.6.31 to 8.6.36.

Aviation Stakeholders including
helicopter operators, oil and gas
operators and regulators

9 NM mile consultation zone discussion. The principles for assessing the
impact on platform access within the 9 NM consultation zone was agreed.
Discussion was had on impact of wind turbines in close proximity to platforms
and any possible alternative access was identified. Minimum separation
distance of a turbine from a gas platform is defined by the platform safety
case. Helicopter operators wish to avoid any situation where they are in an
effective corridor approach to a platform with infrastructure present on both
sides of their flight path. Circular flight ascent and descent can be used in
certain circumstances but cannot be used for all instrument approaches. The
use of aviation markers can only be considered to a platform operated by the
destination platform. Satellite technology is not an operational consideration at
the present time.

The impact on platforms where the 9 NM consultation zones overlap with
Subzone 2 are assessed in section 8.6:
in regard to the Mimas platform (paragraph 8.6.57 to 8.6.59);
In regard to the Schooner A platform (paragraph 8.6.70 to 8.6.83); and
In regard to the Babbage platform (paragraph 8.6.84 to 8.6.97).

Tullow Oil

10 September 2012: Discussed potential impact on helicopter routes to
Schooner A which is within 9 NM consultation zone as per CAP 764.

The impact on helicopter flights to the Schooner A platform is assessed in
paragraphs 8.6.70 to 8.6.83.

ConocoPhillips

Discussed existing assets and future exploration interests within the Hornsea
Zone. Assets included principally relate to the platforms (Mimas and Saturn).

Majority of assets identified but outside aviation, military and
communications study area for Subzone 2. Impact on aviation operations
assessed in Section 8.6 including assessment of instrument approach
restrictions.

ConocoPhillips

Discussed potential impact on Mimas platform which is within 9 NM
consultation zone as per CAP 764.

The impact upon helicopter flights to Mimas platform is assessed in
paragraphs 8.6.84 to 8.6.97.

NHV

Discussion on potential impact to Schooner A platform which is within 9 NM
consultation zone as per CAP 764.

The impact on helicopter flights to Schooner A platform are assessed in
paragraphs 8.6.70 to 8.6.83.

MOD - Lakenheath Airfield

NATS advised that Southern Military Danger Area (MDA) is used by the MOD
as consulted, and is also used by the US Air Force.

The MOD confirmed that the danger area operations have already been
taken in to consideration by the MOD as part of the assessment process for
the developer.
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Table 8.4
Consultee

GDF Suez

Centrica

PINS

PINS

PINS

PINS

Summary of key issues raised during Project Two consultation undertaken to date for aviation, military and communications.
Form of
response

Stage of
Response

Date issue
raised

Meetings

Pre
Application
Consultation

September
2012; October
2013

Discussion of Project One and the Hornsea Zone in relation
to GDF SUEZ E&P UK Ltd assets; Project update. No
helicopter access issues identified with regard to Project
One or Project Two.

Potential impact on HMRs and cross-zone helicopter
traffic arising from Project Two is assessed in section
8.6.

Meeting

Pre
Application
Consultation

October 2012

Update on Project One, introduction to Project Two and
discussion regarding Centrica offshore assets. No
helicopter access issues identified with regard to Project
One or Project Two.

Potential impact on HMRs and cross-zone helicopter
traffic arising from Project Two is assessed in section
8.6.

November 2012

Paragraph 7.3.29 refers to a maximum turbine height of
272 m as being considered against impacts on civil aviation
and military activities. It is not clear to what dimension (hub
height or blade tip height for example) this figure relates to.
The description within Paragraph 3.4.11 of the Scoping
Report gives a maximum hub height of 200m and a
maximum blade tip height of 325 m. The worst case
scenario should be assessed within the EIA.

The EIA for Project Two has been assessed on the basis
of a maximum upper blade tip height of 276 m LAT. This
corresponds to a figure of 272 m MHWS, however as per
engineering best practice, the LAT height reference has
been used throughout the EIA where relevant.

November 2012

The Secretary of State encourages consultation with
Humberside International Airport and helicopter operators,
as outlined in Paragraph 7.3.26 of the Scoping Report.

Relevant consultation with Humberside International
Airport and helicopter operators has been undertaken as
part of the Project One programme for consultation (see
Table 8.3) and for Phase 1 consultation for Project Two.

November 2012

It is noted that propagation modelling has assumed a
turbine height of 200 m. Paragraph 7.4.10 of the Scoping
Report states that the modelling will be rerun for 272 m
turbine height to inform the EIA, however it is not clear why
this height has been chosen, and to what dimension (hub
height or blade tip height for example) it relates to. The
description within Paragraph 3.4.11 of the Scoping Report
gives a maximum hub height of 200 m and a maximum
blade tip height of 325 m. Whilst the Secretary of State
acknowledges that turbine design is yet to be determined,
the modelling should take into account the worst case
scenario in accordance with the principles of the Rochdale
Envelope.

The EIA for Project Two including the propagation
modelling has been assessed on the basis of a maximum
upper blade tip height of 276 m LAT based on a 15 MW
wind turbine design. This corresponds to a figure of
272 m MHWS, however as per engineering best practice,
the LAT height reference has been used throughout the
EIA where relevant.

November 2012

The figure of 272 m for 'maximum turbine height' is
provided again in paragraphs 7.4.5, 7.4.27, 7.4.35 and
7.4.36 of the Scoping Report and the Secretary of State
draws the discrepancy between this and the project
description in Chapter 3 of the Scoping Report to the
Applicant’s attention.

The EIA for Project Two including the propagation
modelling has been assessed on the basis of a maximum
upper blade tip height of 276 m LAT based on a 15 MW
wind turbine design. This corresponds to a figure of
272 m MHWS, however as per engineering best practice,
the LAT height reference has been used throughout the
EIA where relevant.

Project Two
Scoping Opinion

Project Two
Scoping Opinion

Project Two
Scoping Opinion

Project Two
Scoping Opinion

Scoping

Scoping

Scoping

Scoping

Issues raised
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How/where addressed

Consultee

PINS

East Lindsey
District
Council

Civil Aviation
Authority

MOD

Ofcom

Form of
response

Project Two
Scoping Opinion

Project Two
Scoping Opinion

Project Two
Scoping Opinion

Letter

Email

Stage of
Response

Scoping

Scoping

Scoping

Pre
Application
Consultation

Pre
Application
Consultation

Date issue
raised

Issues raised

How/where addressed

November 2012

The Secretary of State would encourage consultation with
the Ministry of Defence.

Pre-application consultation with the Ministry of Defence
has been undertaken as part of the ongoing consultation
programme for Project Two. The results of the
propagation modelling undertaken by the MOD have
identified that there are no significant effects from Project
Two on the MOD radar.

November 2012

An assessment of the impact of the siting of turbines upon
the telecommunication and aviation interests should be
undertaken. Cumulative impacts and mitigation measures
should be discussed.

The EIA for Project Two includes a description of
telecommunication and aviation interests in section 8.5
and an assessment in section 8.6 of this chapter.
Cumulative impacts are assessed in section 8.7.
Mitigation measures are identified in Table 8.10.

November 2012

Appropriate aviation consultees have been identified,
although the positions of each consultee regarding the
proposed development should be established in
subsequent consultations. If the proposed development is
approved the applicant will need to inform the UK
Hydrographic Office of the locations, heights and lighting
status of the turbines and meteorological masts etc.

All aviation consultees have been consulted during
Phase 1 and Phase 2 Consultation for Project Two. Any
feedback and how any issues were addressed are set
out in this chapter. The Consultation Report summarises
the consultation phases.
If the proposed development is approved the developer
will inform the UK Hydrographic Office of the locations,
heights and lighting status of the turbines and
meteorological masts etc.

July 2013

SMart Wind requested MOD to complete an operational
assessment for Subzone 2. The MOD completed its
assessment and has no concerns with this proposal.
The MOD requests that all perimeter turbines are fitted with
200 candela omni-directional aviation lighting. The MOD
acknowledges that the CAA requirements will supersede
the MOD’s specification.
The DIO Safeguarding wishes to be consulted and notified
of the progression of planning applications and
submissions relating to this proposal.

The MOD interests are detailed in section 8.5 and
assessed in section 8.6.
Aviation lighting is included as designed in mitigation in
Table 8.10.
The requirement to consult with the DIO is included as
designed in mitigation in Table 8.10.

October 2013

SMart Wind requested an Ofcom search for microwave
fixed links within a 30 km radius of two points within
Subzone 2.
Ofcom provided a list of microwave fixed links and advised
that SMart Wind contact the identified operators if further
information was required.

All known microwave fixed links are assessed in section
8.6.
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Consultee

Form of
response

Stage of
Response

Date issue
raised

October 2013

Radio interference is detailed in section 8.5 and
assessed in section 8.6.

E.ON identified potential for aviation impacts to arise from
potential future developments, including in relation to the
28th licensing round.

SMart Wind to continue to consult with E.ON in regard to
potential future developments.

Email

E.ON

Meeting

Pre
Application
Consultation

April 2014

NATS (En
Route) Plc

Email

Phase 2
Consultation

July 2014

E.ON

Centrica

Meeting

Meeting

Phase 2
Consultation

Phase 2
Consultation

How/where addressed

SMart Wind requested a radio systems assessment from
JRC. JRC analyse proposals for wind farms to assess their
potential to interfere with radio systems operated by utility
companies in support of their regulatory operational
requirements.
JRC does not foresee any potential problems for Project
Two based on known interference scenarios and the data
provided at the time of the assessment.

Pre
Application
Consultation

JRC

Issues raised

September 2014

September 2014

NATS (En-Route) Plc (NERL) has no objection to this
development.
SMart Wind presented outputs of aviation assessment in
relation to potential impacts of Project Two on helicopter
operations associated with the Babbage platform.
Discussion of potential future development, including
matters in relation to the 28th licensing round.
Centrica has an interest in the Mimas platform.
All consultation by SMart Wind to date with regard to the
Mimas platform has been with the operator ConocoPhillips,
including assessment in relation to navigation and REWS.
SMart Wind stated that all information in relation to Project
Two impacts is contained within the technical reports issued
at Phase 2 Consultation.
SMart Wind presented conclusions of the aviation impact
assessment for the Babbage platform on helicopter
operations as an example.
Discussion of potential future development, including in
relation to the 28th licensing round.
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Potential effects on the interests of NATS are assessed
in Section 8.6 and Section 8.7 of this chapter.
The impact assessment for the Babbage platform is
presented in paragraphs 8.6.83 to 8.6.96.
SMart Wind to continue to consult with E.ON in regard to
potential future developments.

The impact assessment for the Mimas platform is
presented in paragraphs 8.6.56 to 8.6.68.
The impact assessment for the Babbage platform is
presented in paragraphs 8.6.83 to 8.6.96.
SMart Wind to continue to consult with Centrica in regard
to potential future developments.

8.5

Methodology to Inform Baseline
8.5.1

8.5.2

Data Sources

Baseline Environment

Studies undertaken in support of the assessment were designed and undertaken in
accordance with the Ofcom guidance on tall structures and their impact on broadcast
and other wireless services (Ofcom, 2009).

8.5.3

The following assessment was primarily based on a desk based study with the aid of
computer modelling. Wind speed and direction data recorded at the Schooner A
platform was supplied. These data have been used in the assessment of the impact
upon helicopter operations.

8.5.4

Radar location and installation data have been sourced from the relevant
infrastructure owners or documentation in the public domain, including the UK
Integrated Aeronautical Information Package (NATS 2012a, NATS 2012d).
Communications information has been sourced directly from stakeholders.

8.5.5

A desk study has identified the potential for impacts arising from Project Two to affect
the following stakeholders, which are discussed further in paragraph 8.6.7;

The assessment of environmental impacts for aviation, military and communications
was designed and undertaken in accordance with the following guidance
documents/references:


CAA Policy Statement: The Lighting and Marking of Wind Turbine Generators
and Meteorological Masts in UK Territorial Waters (CAA, November 2012a);



CAA, CAP 393 Air Navigation: The Order and the Regulations (CAA, February
2014);



Civil en-route operations;



MOD Air Defence operations and training;



CAA, CAP 437 Standards for Offshore Helicopter Landing Areas, Seventh
Edition (CAA, February 2013);



Helicopter support to offshore oil and gas operations;





Search and Rescue operations; and

CAA, CAP 764: CAA Policy and Guidelines on Wind Turbines, Fifth Edition
(CAA, 2013b);



Aircraft using various communication systems.



CAA, CAP 670: Air Traffic Services Safety Requirements, Third Edition (CAA,
2013c);



MCA, Offshore Renewable Energy Installations (OREIs) - Guidance on UK
Navigational Practice, Safety and Emergency Response Issues, Marine
Guidance Note (MGN) 371 (M+F) (MCA, 2008a);



MCA, Offshore Renewable Energy Installations (OREIs): Guidance to Mariners
Operating in the Vicinity of UK OREIs, MGN 372 (M+F) (MCA, 2008b);



MCA and QinetiQ, The effects of offshore wind farms on marine radar,
navigation and communication systems, MNA 53/10/366 (MCA, 2004);



MCA, Offshore Renewable Energy Installations, Emergency Response Cooperation Plans (ERCoP) for Construction and Operations Phase, and
Requirements for Emergency Response and SAR Helicopter Operations, (Last
Updated 4 November 2014) (MCA, 2014);



NATS; Clarification on NATS role in the safeguarding of the Air traffic control
infrastructure (Letter dated 13 August 2012) (NATS, 2012g);



Ofcom, Wind Farm Coordination Policy (Ofcom, 2013); and



Wind Energy, Defence and Civil Aviation Interests Working Group (WEDCA),
Wind Energy and Aviation Interests - Interim Guidelines (WEDCA, 2002).

8.5.6

All data sources are referenced where appropriate within the text of this chapter.

8.5.7

At the present time there is no recognised industry best practice with regard to the
assessment of impact of offshore wind farms upon helicopter operations. As such the
assessment methodology employed is one developed specifically for Project Two and
has been refined through consultation. This methodology is presented in Section 8.6
of this chapter.
Characterisation of the Baseline Environment
Airspace

8.5.8
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Subzone 2 and the offshore cable route corridor are situated in an area of Class G
uncontrolled airspace, which is established from the surface up to Flight Level (FL)
195 (approximately 19,500 ft.). Class C controlled airspace is established above FL
195. Under these classifications of airspace the following applies:


Class G uncontrolled airspace: any aircraft can operate in this area of
uncontrolled airspace without any mandatory requirement to be in
communication with any Air Traffic Control (ATC) unit. While the airspace in
uncontrolled, NATS do provide a basic level of service in this area. Pilots of
aircraft operating VFR (Visual Flight Rules) in Class G airspace are ultimately
responsible for seeing and avoiding other aircraft and obstructions; and



Class C controlled airspace: all aircraft operating in this airspace must be in
receipt of an air traffic service (ATS) from NATS.

8.5.9

In Subzone 2, the Class G uncontrolled airspace below FL 195 is sub-divided into
areas with the following aviation stakeholder responsibility:




Anglia Radar: based at Aberdeen Airport and employing NATS Primary
Surveillance Radars (PSRs), has its area of responsibility established for the
provision of ATC services to commercial helicopter operations that support the
offshore Oil and Gas industry, from the surface up to FL 65 (approximately
6,500 ft.); and
MOD Air Surveillance and Control Systems (ASACS): uses its Air Defence
Radar (ADR) resources in support of operational flights within UK airspace and
for training exercises. Two Managed Danger Areas (MDAs) are established over
the North Sea (Central and Southern MDA). Within the lateral and vertical
confines of the MDAs, air combat training, high energy manoeuvres and
supersonic flight can be expected. The Southern MDA (EG D323) is located
above Subzone 2 and is divided into six distinct areas (A, B, C, D, E and F). EG
D323C is located directly above Subzone 2 and, when active, operates from
FL 50 up to FL 660 (Figure 8.2).

8.5.10

When the Southern MDA is in use, Anglia Radar will restrict offshore helicopter
operations to FL 40 and below. When the Southern MDA is not in use, this airspace
reverts to Class G uncontrolled airspace.

8.5.11

The UK Low Flying System (UKLFS) used for Military Low Flying activity covers the
open airspace over the entire UK land mass and surrounding sea areas generally out
to 2 NM from the coastline, from the surface to 2,000 ft. above ground level (agl) or
mean sea level (AMSL). Subzone 2, at 89 km (48 NM) from the coast, will not
therefore affect routine Military Low Flying activity.

8.5.12

For administrative purposes the UKLFS is divided into Low Flying Areas (LFA). The
eastern midlands and adjacent over sea area is LFA 11. To its north is LFA 12 and to
the south, over East Anglia, is LFA 8 (CAA, 2008).

8.5.13

LFA 11 includes the offshore LFA indicated in Figure 8.2. LFA 11 is used regularly by
aircraft transiting to and from the Royal Air Force (RAF) Air Weapons Ranges on The
Wash, and training areas in LFA 5. The whole of LFA 11 allows military fixed wing
aircraft to fly as low as 250 ft. LFA 11 is not designated as a tactical training area.
With the exception of helicopters no aircraft is permitted to fly below 250 ft.

8.5.14

Donna Nook Danger Area (EG D307) is located within the cable route corridor near
the landfall point. Live firing, bombing and demolition activities occur in this area.
Consultation with the Defence Infrastructure Organisation (DIO) has indicated that
the DIO need to be briefed on the nature and timing of any cable laying operations
that will occur within the extent of EG D307.

8.5.15

The London/Amsterdam Flight Information Regions (FIRs) and delegated areas of
responsibility were considered against the mapping data. As shown in Figure 8.2,
Project Two is entirely within the UK FIR and so no transboundary effects are
predicted and hence are not considered in this assessment.
Civil aviation

8.5.16

A network of HMRs is established to support the transport of personnel and
equipment to offshore oil and gas installations. Such routes have no separate
airspace classification (i.e., they remain Class G, uncontrolled airspace), but they
provide a network of offshore routes that may be used by civilian helicopters. Three
of these HMRs (HMR 3, HMR 4 and HMR 13) cross Subzone 2, and are used
predominantly for transit from both Norwich International Airport and the Great
Yarmouth (North Denes) Heliport to the oil and gas platforms to the north of
Subzone 2. The HMR system is shown in Figure 8.3.

8.5.17

The purpose of an HMR as detailed in CAP 764, is to provide “a network of offshore
routes as used by civilian helicopters” and to effectively provide an obstacle free zone
for safe flight when Visual Flight Rules cannot be used. The HMR structure therefore
provides both an identification of common flight paths and a safe means of flying to
and from offshore locations outside the coverage of air traffic control.

8.5.18

HMRs have no defined lateral dimensions, although the guidance states that 2 NM
either side of the route centreline should be kept obstacle free (CAA, 2013b).
Helicopters are height-banded, so that those outbound to North Sea installations fly
at 2,000 ft. and at 3,000 ft., whilst those inbound fly at 1,500 ft. and at 2,500 ft.; this
allows for 500 ft. vertical separation between helicopters travelling in opposite
directions. The HMR width is based upon operational experience, the accuracy of
navigation systems and importantly, practicality. The HMR width provides time and
space for helicopter pilots to descend safely to an operating height below the icing
level should such conditions arise. Helicopters must avoid persons, vessels, vehicles
and structures by a minimum of 500 ft. when operating on the HMR system. In visual
conditions, pilots may use HMRs or they may opt to fly direct to their destination in
open air space. It is not mandatory for helicopters to use established HMRs, unless
the airport in which they are based specifies that they should do so. At the present
time all flights out of Humberside use HMRs and the majority of flights out of
Norwich/Great Yarmouth fly direct, unless the weather conditions require an HMR to
be used.

8.5.19

In order to help achieve a safe operating environment, a consultation zone of 9 NM
radius exists around offshore installations serviced by helicopter (CAP 764, CAA,
2013b). This consultation zone is not considered a prohibition on development, but a
trigger for consultation between offshore helicopter operators, the operators of
existing installations and developers of proposed offshore wind farms in order to
determine a solution that maintains safe offshore helicopter operations.
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Figure 8.2

Overview of low flying and military practice areas.
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Figure 8.3

Helicopter main routes and 9 NM consultation zones around gas platforms which intercept the Hornsea Zone.
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8.5.20

The purpose of the 9 NM consultation zone is to provide airspace for a safe
instrument approach in poor weather conditions where a low visibility approach profile
is needed. In addition, the zone provides a safe area for helicopters in the event of a
requirement to carry out a missed approach procedure (MAP). The Subzone 2
boundary extends into the 9 NM consultation zones established surrounding the
Mimas, Schooner A, Babbage and Hoton platforms, as shown in Figure 8.3. These
platforms are also listed in Table 8.5, along with information on the platform operator
and distance from Subzone 2.

Table 8.5

Civil and military radar
8.5.24

NATS use PSRs based in North Lincolnshire (Claxby) and Norfolk (Cromer) to
support their provision of ATC services to aircraft operating between the UK and
mainland Europe, and to those overflying the UK FIR in the region of Subzone 2.
Anglia Radar also employs NATS radar to support their provision of services to
aircraft of the oil and gas industries within the lateral confines of their area of
responsibility over the southern North Sea.

8.5.25

Subzone 2 is located within the operational range of the NATS Claxby PSR (200 NM)
and the NATS Cromer PSR (60 NM). Subzone 2 is also within the operational range
of the MOD's ASACS Air Defence PSRs located at Staxton Wold and Trimingham
(with a range of over 400 km). The location of these radar installations is provided in
Figure 8.4 (Note, the radar ranges presented on this figure do not take into account
the curvature of the earth).

8.5.26

Platforms with 9 NM consultation zone overlap with Subzone 2.
Distance to Subzone 2

Platform

Operator
NM

km

Hoton

Perenco

8.88

16.48

Schooner A

Tullow

3.96

7.34

Civil airspace and air traffic surveillance and management infrastructure is comprised
of the following systems which may be affected by wind farms:

Mimas

ConocoPhillips

4.78

8.85



Primary Surveillance Radar (PSR);

Babbage

E.ON E&P UK Ltd

7.89

14.60



Secondary Surveillance Radar (SSR); and



Aeronautical Navigation Aids (Navaids).

8.5.21

Wind turbines are considered to be physical obstructions and as such their physical
presence infringes the minimum obstacle clearance criteria of 1,000 ft. during IFR
(when all helicopters must maintain a vertical separation of 1,000 ft. from any
obstacle). Furthermore, during the approach to an installation, all radar contacts
(including radar contacts that are turbines) have to be avoided laterally by at least
1 NM. The combined effects of these avoidances within the 9 NM consultation zone
of an offshore installation may impair the safety of instrument approaches and MAP
to and from an offshore installation. This may result in a restriction on helicopter
operations to an installation in certain weather conditions, which may have safety
implications. Safety implications include a potential impact upon the integrity of
offshore platform safety cases in which emergency scenarios are based on the use of
helicopters to facilitate evacuation procedures.

8.5.22

The assessments undertaken concerning the potential impact of Subzone 2 upon
helicopter operations (section 8.6) indicate that for an effect to occur, the separation
distance between Subzone 2 and a platform would need to be 8 NM or less. The
Hoton platform, at a distance of 8.88 NM, has therefore not been carried forward into
the assessments.

8.5.23

Helicopter operations associated with any temporary drilling rigs within 8 NM of
Subzone 2 may be affected by Project Two. Due to the fact that the requirement for,
location of and timing of any such rigs are not known, they have not been included in
the assessment.

8.5.27

A wide range of systems, including Navaids such as Instrument Landing Systems
(ILS) and VHF Omni-Directional Radio-Range/Distance-Measuring Equipment
(VOR/DME), together with air-ground communications facilities, could potentially be
affected by wind turbine developments. The CAA advises that “a cautious approach
and case-by-case analysis is required” (CAA, 2013b).

8.5.28

Military Air Defence systems are typically more complex than civil communication,
navigation and surveillance (CNS) systems. The MOD has a role to provide
unimpeded airspace surveillance and early warning of air attack and intrusion into UK
airspace. Air Defence radars have an operational range of over 400 km. In certain
circumstances wind turbines will not have the potential to affect radar when, for
example there is sufficient geographical terrain, or the curvature of the earth,
prevents the turbines from being detected.
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8.5.29

Military air traffic management is supported by military ATC radars. These are
typically standard terminal area ATC radars with an instrumented range of 60 NM
(see Figure 8.5). Military air traffic management is also supported by military landing
aid precision approach radar (PAR) at certain airfields. These have a much shorter
instrumented range and are only safeguarded out to 20 NM in certain directions.
Analysis of the site boundary and turbine parameters (assuming 276 m wind turbine
height) predicts that wind turbines in Subzone 2 would not be detectable by Military
Air Traffic Control Radars or military landing aids (Volume 5, Annex 5.8.1: Aviation,
Military and Communications Technical Report). The Meteorological (Met) Office
radar infrastructure is safeguarded by the MOD. The meteorological radar network
currently consists of 16 sites. The Met Office works to wind turbine safeguarding
guidelines that stipulate a 20 km separation between any development and a weather
radar system. The locations of relevant meteorological radar installations are
presented in Figure 8.4. There are no weather radar stations within 20 km of
Subzone 2 and these have therefore been screened out of the assessment.

8.5.35

Satellite communications users include surface vessels or rigs/platforms. The Ofcom
Tall Structures guidance document indicates that the principal impact of new
structures, such as wind turbines, upon satellite television is potential blocking
between the receiver and the satellite (Ofcom, 2009). Satellite signals are generally
received from a high elevation; this means that disruption to satellite reception is
usually limited only to cases where a receiver is very close to a tall structure (for
example a ship passing a turbine).

8.5.36

Trials undertaken for North Hoyle Wind Farm tested Global Positioning System
(GPS) performance in the vicinity of the North Hoyle wind turbines, and found there to
be no significant impact (MCA and QinetiQ Ltd, 2004).

8.5.37

VHF radio is used by large commercial container ships, offshore service vessels,
fishing vessels and pleasure craft in the marine band (approx. 156 to 174 MHz) for
ship to ship, ship to platform and ship to shore voice communication. The North Hoyle
trials referenced above also indicated that wind turbines had no noticeable effects
upon any voice communications system, vessel to vessel or vessel to shore station.
These included ship borne, shore based and hand held VHF transceivers and mobile
telephones. Digital selective calling (DSC) was also satisfactorily tested. The VHF
Direction Finding equipment carried in the lifeboats did not function correctly when
very close to wind turbines (within about 50 m).

8.5.38

The offshore microwave links in the vicinity of Subzone 2 have been identified
through consultation with oil and gas companies and using Ofcom data.

8.5.39

A request was made to Ofcom for known microwave links within a 30 km radius of
two central points within the Subzone 2 boundary. This identified a total of seven
ConocoPhillips links, one E.ON Ruhrgas link and one Perenco link, which are shown
on Figure 8.6. Microwave links were also provided by BP (now Perenco) during
consultation, which are also shown on Figure 8.6. No microwave links pass through
Subzone 2. The microwave link from the Tullow Schooner A platform is the nearest to
Subzone 2 at a distance of 6.42 km. Perenco have an extensive network of offshore
microwave links to the west of Subzone 2 within the Hornsea Zone, including one link
that crosses the Project Two export cable corridor. Microwave links operate on a ‘line
of sight’ basis and as such will not be obscured by any Project Two infrastructure.

Search and Rescue operations
8.5.30

When on an operational mission, Search and Rescue (SAR) aircraft are not
constrained by the normal rules of the air, and operate in accordance with their
Aircraft Operator Certificate (AOC). This allows them total flexibility to manoeuvre
using the pilot’s best judgement. As such helicopters involved in SAR will be affected
in a different manner to helicopters flown for commercial operations.
Communications

8.5.31

Military and civil aviation rely on CNS infrastructure to support airspace and air traffic
management. Military CNS has a crucial role in providing air defence surveillance
and control for UK and the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO).

8.5.32

Subsea telecommunication cables are discussed in Chapter 11: Infrastructure and
Other Users and are not included within this chapter. Radar interference associated
with shipping and vessel navigation is discussed in Chapter 7: Shipping and
Navigation.

8.5.33

Maritime communications devices within the scope of this assessment include
cellular telephones, satellite communications, VHF radio, television and offshore
microwave fixed links.

8.5.34

Data Limitations
8.5.40

The data used in this chapter are detailed in paragraphs 8.5.3 to 8.5.7 above. The
data used are the most up to date publicly available information which can be
obtained from the applicable data sources as cited. Data have also been provided
through consultation as detailed in section 8.4 above.

8.5.41

Given the scale of consultation undertaken on behalf of the Hornsea Zone in general,
for Project One and Project Two, it is considered that the data employed in the
assessment are of a robust nature and are sufficient for the purposes of the impact
assessment presented.

Cellular telephone service providers do not provide coverage for users located in the
vicinity of Subzone 2, which means there will be no interference to services. As such
impacts to these services do not form part of this assessment.
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Figure 8.4

NATS, air defence PSRs and meteorological radar installations.
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Figure 8.5

Military Air Traffic Control Radar.
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Figure 8.6

Microwave fixed links in proximity to Subzone 2.
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8.6

Impact Assessment
Key Parameters for Assessment

8.6.1

The construction, operation and decommissioning of Project Two has the potential to
cause direct and indirect impacts upon aviation, military and communications
receptors. The following section provides an assessment of potential impacts and
their effects on aviation, military and communications receptors.

8.6.2

The following receptors have been screened out of the assessment:

8.6.3



Meteorological radar: Due to the location of Subzone 2 at a greater distance
than 20 km from the nearest radars sited at Ingham and High Moorsley, this
impact is screened out of the assessment; and



Cellular telephones: Cellular telephone providers do not provide coverage for
users located in the vicinity of Subzone 2. No pathway exists and therefore
these receptors have been screened out of the assessment.

The assessment scenarios listed in Table 8.6 have been selected as those having
the potential to result in the greatest effect upon an identified receptor or receptor
group. These scenarios have been selected from the details provided in the project
description (Volume 1, Chapter 3: Project Description) in order to inform a ‘worst case
scenario’. Effects of greater adverse significance than those presented here are not
predicted to arise should any other development scenario based on details within the
project Design Envelope (e.g., different turbine layout) be taken forward in the final
design scheme.
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Table 8.6

Design envelope scenario considered within assessment of potential impacts on aviation, military and communications.
Potential impact

Direct/
Indirect

Maximum adverse scenario

Justification

Maximum number of construction vessel movements along
the subtidal cable route (up to two cable laying barges, one
to surface lay and a second to bury the cable, plus two prelay works vessels and two cable post lay burial vessels,
plus two tugs/support vessels for each cable laying barge,
and possible additional ROV/support vessels, possible
scour protection vessel).
Maximum number of construction vessel movements along
the intertidal cable route (maximum of one cable laying
barge).

This is the maximum number of vessels that have been
considered for construction of the cable route that may
cause potential interference or obstruction to MOD Danger
Areas due to their proximity.
Maximum overall duration of construction activities within
intertidal and subtidal cable route corridor and intertidal
temporary working area.

Construction phase
Cable laying activity and associated vessel
movements along the cable route corridor may
interfere with operations within MOD Danger Areas.

Direct

Construction of the subtidal export cable route could take up
to four years over up to four phases.
The duration for which access would be required in the
intertidal (following the installation of the holes underneath
the sea defences via either Horizontal Directional Drilling
(HDD), thrust boring, auger boring or pipe ramming) to
transport the ducts to the hole and pull them into it from the
intertidal area back to the Temporary Compound Area will be
approximately two weeks per duct (approximately 16 weeks
in total for all eight ducts) over up to three years.
Maximum number of construction vessel movements along
the intertidal cable route (maximum of one cable laying
barge).
The duration for installation of the intertidal export cable shall
be approximately 16 weeks over up to four phases over a
total period of up to four years. For each cable this would
take approximately two weeks. In any one year a maximum
of four cables would be installed.
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Potential impact

Direct/
Indirect

Maximum adverse scenario

Justification

Direct

Subzone 2:
120 wind turbines with a maximum tip height of 276 m;
Up to six offshore HVAC collector substations;
Up to two offshore HVDC converter substations; and
Up to two accommodation platforms.
Cable route corridor:
Up to two offshore HVAC reactive compensation
substations.
Construction of Subzone 2 could take up to six years over
up to four phases which may overlap.
Maximum construction period of HVAC reactive
compensation substations over three and a half years.

These parameters represent the greatest potential for
interference with operations, communications and/or radar
systems over the longest time period.

Direct

Subzone 2:
120 wind turbines with a maximum tip height of 276 m;
Up to six offshore HVAC collector substations;
Up to two offshore HVDC converter substations; and
Up to two accommodation platforms.
Cable route corridor:
Up to two offshore HVAC reactive compensation
substations.
Design life of wind farm 25 years.

These parameters represent the greatest potential for
obstruction or interference with radar systems, aircraft or
communication systems.

Helicopter hoist operations may form an aerial
obstruction resulting in an impact upon cross-zone
transit helicopter flights.

Direct

A maximum of up to 5,160 return flights per year will be
required for helicopter operations in relation to maintenance
activities on the wind turbines, and up to 200 return flights
per year in relation to maintenance activities on the
accommodation platforms and substations (total 5,360
return flights). This is based on 120 wind turbines with a
maximum blade tip height of 276 m LAT being considered
for the project, and considers both corrective and
preventative maintenance. It does not include flights
required for personnel transfer to and from the
accommodation platforms (1,046 return flights per year).

These parameters represent the greatest height for hoist
operations to take place (maximum blade tip height 276 m
LAT) and the estimated greatest number of helicopter
movements for this sized wind turbine. This will result in the
greatest volume of helicopter traffic in transit across the
zone in relation to turbines with maximum blade tip heights
of 276 m LAT.

The presence of wind turbines and associated
infrastructure in helicopter operational airspace will
form a physical obstruction and may impact on
helicopter access to the Mimas platform, disrupting
helicopter operations.

Direct

A maximum blade tip height of 276 m LAT.
The maximum area of turbines within 8 NM of the Mimas
platform and thereby with the potential to form a physical
obstruction, being an area of 43.0 km2 of Subzone 2.
Design life of wind farm 25 years.

These parameters represent the greatest potential for
interference with operations, communications or radar
systems.

The physical presence of wind turbines and other
associated infrastructure under construction may form
an aerial obstruction resulting in disruption to HMR 3,
HMR 4 and HMR 13.

Operation and maintenance phase
The physical presence of wind turbines and
associated infrastructure during the operational phase
may form an aerial obstruction resulting in disruption
to HMR 3, HMR 4 and HMR 13.
The physical presence of wind turbines and
associated infrastructure may form an aerial
obstruction resulting in disruption to cross-zone transit
helicopter traffic.
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Potential impact

Direct/
Indirect

Maximum adverse scenario

Justification

The presence of wind turbines and associated
infrastructure in helicopter operational airspace will
form a physical obstruction and may impact on
helicopter access to the Schooner A platform,
disrupting helicopter operations.

Direct

A maximum blade tip height of 276 m LAT.
The maximum area of turbines within 8 NM of the Schooner
A platform and thereby with the potential to form a physical
obstruction, being an area of 83.4 km2 of Subzone 2.
Design life of wind farm 25 years.

These parameters represent the greatest potential for
interference with operations, communications or radar
systems.

The presence of wind turbines and associated
infrastructure in helicopter operational airspace will
form a physical obstruction and may impact on
helicopter access to the Babbage platform, disrupting
helicopter operations.

Direct

A maximum blade tip height of 276 m LAT.
The maximum area of turbines within 8 NM of the Babbage
platform and thereby with the potential to form a physical
obstruction, being an area of 0.8 km2 of Subzone 2.
Design life of wind farm 25 years.

These parameters represent the greatest potential for
interference with operations, communications or radar
systems.

The presence of wind turbines and associated
infrastructure may obstruct instrument approach
procedures to the Babbage, Schooner A and Mimas
platforms, potentially affecting helicopter emergency
evacuation procedures.

Direct

A maximum blade tip height of 276 m LAT.
The maximum area of turbines within 8 NM of the platforms
thereby with the potential to form a physical obstruction,
being an area of Subzone 2 of:
43.0 km2 .for the Mimas platform;
83.4 km2 for the Schooner A platform; and
0.8 km2 for the Babbage platform.
Design life of wind farm 25 years.

These parameters represent the greatest potential for
interference with operations, communications or radar
systems.

The physical presence of wind turbines and
associated infrastructure will form an aerial obstruction
and may disrupt Missed Approach Procedures (MAP)
from Schooner A, Mimas and Babbage platforms
when required under an instrument approach.

Direct

A maximum blade tip height of 276 m LAT.
The maximum area of turbines within 8 NM of the platforms
thereby with the potential to form a physical obstruction
being an area of Subzone 2 of:
43.0 km2 for the Mimas platform;
83.4 km2 for the Schooner A platform; and
0.8 km2 for the Babbage platform.
Design life of wind farm 25 years.

These parameters represent the greatest potential for
interference with operations, communications or radar
systems.

The physical presence of wind turbines may disrupt
radar coverage of NATS Claxby and Cromer PSRs.

Direct

120 wind turbines with a maximum tip height of 276 m.

These parameters represent the greatest potential for
interference with operations, communications or radar
systems.

The physical presence of wind turbines may disrupt
radar coverage of Military Air Traffic Control Radar
and landing aids.
The physical presence of wind turbines may disrupt
radar coverage of Military Air Defence Radar whose
operational range overlaps Subzone 2.
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Potential impact

Direct/
Indirect

Maximum adverse scenario

Justification

The physical presence of wind turbines and
associated infrastructure may cause an obstruction to
Search and Rescue (SAR) helicopter operations.

Direct

Subzone 2:
120 wind turbines have been assessed, with a maximum
tip height of 276 m;
Up to six offshore HVAC collector substations (tallest
element 64 m LAT);
Up to two offshore HVDC converter substations (tallest
element 110 m LAT);
Up to two accommodation platforms (tallest element
64 m LAT).
Cable route corridor:
Up to two offshore HVAC reactive compensation
substations (tallest element 64 m LAT).

These parameters represent the greatest potential for
interference with operations, communications or radar
systems.

The physical presence of wind turbines may interfere
with existing offshore microwave and other
communication links.

Direct

Subzone 2:
Maximum number of 360 wind turbines within an area of
up to 460 km2.
Up to six offshore HVAC collector substations;
Up to two offshore HVDC converter substations;
Up to two accommodation platforms.
Cable route corridor:
Up to two offshore HVAC reactive compensation
substations.

These parameters represent the maximum number of
permanent infrastructure items associated with Project Two.
This scenario therefore represents the greatest potential
obstruction to communication systems.

Direct

Maximum number of vessel movements along the subtidal
cable route (up to two cable removal vessels, plus two
tugs/support vessels for every cable removal barge and
possible additional ROV/support vessels).

These parameters represent the greatest potential for
interference with MOD Danger Areas.

Decommissioning phase
Cable removal activity and associated vessel
movements along the cable route corridor may
interfere with operations within MOD Danger Areas.

Maximum number of vessel movements along the intertidal
cable route (maximum of one cable laying barge).
The duration for access required in the intertidal for partial
removal of the intertidal cable by pulling the cables back out
of the ducts will be approximately two weeks per cable
(approximately 16 weeks) over up to three years (based on
construction timeframes).
The duration for decommissioning of the intertidal export
cable shall be approximately 16 weeks over a total period of
up to four years (based on construction timeframes).
Decommissioning of the subtidal export cable route could
take up to four years (based on construction timeframes).
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Potential impact
The physical presence of partially dismantled wind
turbines and other associated infrastructure during
decommissioning may form an aerial obstruction
resulting in disruption to HMR 3, HMR 4 and HMR 13.

Direct/
Indirect
Direct

Maximum adverse scenario

Justification

Subzone 2:
120 wind turbines with a maximum tip height of 276 m;
Up to six offshore HVAC collector substations;
Up to two offshore HVDC converter substations; and
Up to two accommodation platforms.
Cable route corridor:
Up to two offshore HVAC reactive compensation
substations.
Decommissioning of Subzone 2 could take up to six years
(based on construction timeframes).
Maximum decommissioning period of HVAC reactive
compensation substations over three and a half years
(based on construction timeframes).

These parameters represent the greatest potential for
interference with operations, communications and/or radar
systems.
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Assessment Criteria and Impact Assessment Methodology
8.6.4

8.6.5

8.6.6

8.6.7

8.6.8

This assessment considers the potential impacts associated with the construction,
operation and decommissioning of Project Two and the subsequent effects upon the
activities relating to aviation (civil and military) stakeholders. The assessment is
based on Radar Line of Sight analysis and publicly available data such as that
contained within the UK Integrated Aeronautical Information Publication (UK IAIP)
and the Military Aeronautical Information Publication (Mil AIP) (see Volume 5, Annex
5.8.1: Aviation, Military and Communications Technical Report). The assessment
also considers likely effects on helicopter operations, following consultation with
helicopter operators and NATS.
Airspace and air traffic surveillance and management infrastructure is comprised of
the following systems which may be affected by offshore wind farms:


Primary Surveillance Radar;



Secondary Surveillance Radar; and



Aeronautical Navigation Aids.

The assessment of the potential effect upon these systems is based on an aviation
operational risk assessment referencing all relevant operational and safety
regulations. Radar Line of Sight analysis has been carried out to determine the likely
detection of proposed wind turbines in Subzone 2 by military and civil radar systems.

8.6.9

Information about the project and the project activities for all stages of the project life
cycle (construction, operation and decommissioning) have been combined with
information about the environmental baseline to identify the potential interactions
between the project and the environment. These potential interactions are known as
potential impacts. The potential impacts are then assessed to give a level of
significance of effect on the receptors. The significance of an effect is assessed by
correlating the magnitude (spatial extent) of the impact and the sensitivity of the
receptor.

8.6.10

The sensitivity of the receptor is defined as the:

8.6.11

Civil en-route operations;



MOD Air Defence operations and training;



Helicopter support to offshore oil and gas operations;



Search and Rescue operations; and



Aircraft using various communication systems.

Radar Line of Sight analysis to determine radars which may be affected;



Identification of radar stakeholders;



Identification of the potential radar performance impact;



Consultation with the identified stakeholders to determine the potential for wind
turbines within Subzone 2 to affect their operations;



Identification of relevant communications stakeholders through established
mechanisms; and

Vulnerability;



Recoverability; and



Value/importance of that receptor.

The definition of terms relating to the sensitivity of aviation, military and
communications is detailed in Table 8.7.
Definition of terms relating to the sensitivity of aviation, military and
communications.

Sensitivity

Definition

Negligible

Receptor provides a service which is of negligible value to the local,
regional or national economy, and/or the receptor is not vulnerable to
impacts that may arise from the project, and/or has high recoverability.

Low

Receptor provides a service which is of low value to the local, regional
or national economy, and/or the receptor is not generally vulnerable to
impacts that may arise from the project, and/or has high recoverability.

Medium

Receptor provides a service which is of moderate value to the local,
regional or national economy, and/or the receptor is somewhat
vulnerable to impacts that may arise from the project, and/or has
moderate to high levels of recoverability.

High

Receptor provides a service which is of high value to the local, regional
or national economy, and/or the receptor is generally vulnerable to
impacts that may arise from the project, and/or recoverability is slow
and/or costly.

Very high

Receptor provides a service which is of critical importance to the local,
regional or national economy, and/or the receptor is highly vulnerable to
impacts that may arise from the project, and/or recoverability is long
term or not possible.

Using appropriate data sources, as described in paragraph 8.5.3 onwards, the
following steps were undertaken:




Table 8.7

A desk based study identified the potential for impacts to have an effect upon the
following aviation stakeholders:


Where published, incorporation of the relevant assessment method or trials
reports for each communication type to verify the potential impact and resultant
effect.
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8.6.12

8.6.13

The magnitude of the impact is defined as the:


Spatial extent;



Duration (long, medium or short term);



Frequency; and



Reversibility of the effect.

Definition of terms relating to the magnitude of an impact upon aviation,
military and communications.

Magnitude

Definition

No change

No change from baseline conditions.

Negligible

Very slight change from baseline condition and/or physical extent of
impact is negligible and/or short term duration (i.e., less than two
years) and/or frequency of repetition is negligible to continuous and /
or effect is reversible.
Minor shift away from baseline, leading to a reduction in level of
activity that may be undertaken and/or physical extent of impact is low
and/or short to medium term duration (i.e., construction period) and /or
frequency of repetition is low to continuous and/or effect is not
reversible for project phase.

Medium

Loss or alteration to significant portions of key components of current
activity and/or physical extent of impact is moderate and/or medium
term duration (i.e., operational period) and /or frequency of repetition
is medium to continuous and/or effect is not reversible for project
phase.

High

Total loss of ability to carry on activities and/or impact is of extended
physical extent and/or long term duration (i.e., total life of project
and/or frequency of repetition is continuous and/or effect is not
reversible for project.

8.6.14

The matrix used for the assessment of significance is shown in Table 8.9. The
magnitude of the impact is correlated against the sensitivity of the receptor to provide
a level of significance.

8.6.15

For the purposes of this assessment any effect that is moderate, major or substantial
is considered to be significant in EIA terms. Any effect that is minor or below is not
significant.

Matrix used for assessment of significance showing the combinations of
receptor sensitivity and the magnitude of effect.

Sensitivity of
receptor

The definition of terms relative to the magnitude of an impact upon aviation, military
and communications is outlined in Table 8.8 below.

Table 8.8

Low

Table 8.9

Magnitude of Impact
No Change

Negligible

Low

Medium

High

Negligible

Negligible

Negligible

Negligible
or minor

Negligible
or minor

Minor

Low

Negligible

Negligible
or minor

Negligible
or minor

Minor

Minor or
moderate

Medium

Negligible

Negligible
or minor

Minor

Moderate

Moderate or
major

High

Negligible

Minor

Minor or
moderate

Moderate or
major

Major or
substantial

Very high

Negligible

Minor

Moderate
or major

Major or
substantial

Substantial

Assessment of Significance
Designed-in mitigation measures adopted as part of the project
8.6.16
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As part of the project design process a number of designed-in mitigation measures
have been proposed to reduce the potential for impacts upon aviation, military and
communications (Table 8.10). These measures are considered standard industry
practice for this type of development. For further details, please refer to Volume 1,
Chapter 5: Environmental Impact Assessment Methodology.

Table 8.10

Designed-in mitigation measures adopted as part of the project with
respect to aviation, military and communications.

Mitigation measure adopted as part of
the project

Justification

The DIO will be kept informed of the
nature and timing of the cable laying
operations. This will be implemented
through the appropriate distribution of the
Notice to Mariners.

This will enable cable laying activities and the
firing range activities to be co-ordinated.

The DIO will be informed of the date
construction starts and ends; the
maximum height of construction
equipment; and the latitude and longitude
of each wind turbine.

As requested by DIO (July 2013), to enable
information to be plotted on flying charts to
ensure that military aircraft avoid this area.

The UK Hydrographic Office (UKHO) will
be informed of the locations, heights and
lighting status of the wind turbines,
including estimated and actual dates of
construction and the maximum height of
any construction equipment to be used,
prior to the start of construction, to allow
inclusion on Aviation Charts.

To comply with CAA requirements (see Table
8.4).
CAP 764 states that there is a civil aviation
requirement in the UK for all structures over
300 ft high to be charted on civil aviation maps
(the MOD uses a lower threshold height). Project
Two wind turbines will be a maximum height of
276 m or 906 ft.
Should any proposed development progress and
the 300 ft height be breached, developers will
need to provide details of the development to the
Defence Geographic Centre (DGC) (offshore,
this will be the Defence Hydrographic Office,
UKHO). CAP 764 states that through the
updated promulgation of a database document,
the DAP Aeronautical Charts and Data section is
advised of all such developments and update
aviation charts accordingly. All structures
(including wind turbines) in excess of 300 ft in
height are depicted on charts and details of each
wind turbine are promulgated in the UK
Aeronautical Information Publication, ENR 5.4
(CAP 32) 9.2. Structures less than 300 ft high
(for example, associated Project Two offshore
infrastructure) may be promulgated for civil
aviation en-route purposes if their presence if
deemed to be of navigational significance (CAA,
2013b).

Mitigation measure adopted as part of
the project
During the operational phase, the Project
Two operator will issue, as necessary,
requests to the UK Aeronautical
Information Service to submit Notices to
Airmen (NOTAM) in the event of any
failure of aviation lighting.

Justification
To comply with CAA Policy Statement “Guidance
on actions in the event of the failure of aviation
warning lights on offshore wind turbines listed in
the UK Aeronautical Information Publication”
(CAA, 2012b).

An ERCoP will be in place for the
This will ensure coordinated emergency response
provision is in place and minimise disruption to
construction, operation and
decommissioning phase of Subzone 2 as
SAR services.
per the requirements of the Deemed
Marine Licences. The ERCoP will be
completed initially in discussion between
the developer and the Maritime and
Coastguard Agency (MCA), Search and
Rescue and Navigation Safety Branches.
Detailed completion of the plan will then be
in cooperation with the Coastguard
Operations Centre (CGOC), responsible
for maritime emergency response. The
ERCoP must then be submitted to and
approved by the MCA. The ERCOP for
Project Two will take into consideration
marine coordination with other offshore
wind projects within the Hornsea Zone and
operations associated with nearby gas
platforms.
The ERCoP will detail specific marking
and lighting of the wind turbine
generators. The search and rescue
helicopter bases will be supplied with an
accurate chart of the Subzone 2 wind
turbine positions. Specific procedures for
the safe operation of SAR helicopter units
are detailed in Marine Guidance Note 371
(MCA, 2008a). The requirements for
lighting on offshore obstructions is
contained in CAP 393 (Air Navigation:
The Order and the Regulations), Article
220. Aviation lighting shall be in
accordance with the requirements of The
Air Navigation Order 2009 or as directed
by the Civil Aviation Authority or the
Secretary of State for Defence.
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This will ensure appropriate lighting is in place to
facilitate aeronautical safety and assist SAR
helicopter operations.

Construction phase
8.6.17

8.6.18

The effects of the construction of Project Two have been assessed on aviation,
military and communications receptors in the aviation, military and communications
study area. The environmental impacts arising from the construction of Project Two
are listed in Table 8.6 along with the Design Envelope parameters against which
each construction phase impact has been assessed.

8.6.23

Sensitivity of receptor
8.6.24

A description of the significance of effect upon aviation, military and communications
receptors caused by each identified impact is given below.

Cable laying activity and associated vessel movements along the cable route corridor
may interfere with operations within MOD Danger Areas.

8.6.20

Donna Nook Danger Area (D307) overlaps with part of the Project Two subtidal cable
route corridor and the temporary working area for the intertidal cable route corridor,
near the landfall point (Figure 8.7). Live firing, bombing and demolition activities occur
in this area. Following consultation with the DIO, it has been requested that the MOD
should be briefed on the nature and timing of any cable laying operations that will
occur within the extent of D307. The developer will comply with this request through
the appropriate distribution of the Notice to Mariners notifying the DIO of the nature
and timing of any cable laying operations.
The duration for which access would be required in the intertidal (following the
installation of the holes underneath the sea defences) to transport the ducts to the
hole and pull them into it from the intertidal area back to the Temporary Compound
Area will be approximately two weeks per duct (approximately 16 weeks for all eight
ducts) over up to three years.

8.6.21

The duration for installation of the intertidal export cables shall be approximately 16
weeks over up to four phases over a total period of up to four years. Intertidal cable
installation may involve laying eight cables of 2.4 km in length (MLWS to MHWS)
(HVAC transmission), equating to a line of 19.2 km of cable. Cable installation in the
intertidal area may take approximately two weeks for each cable, and therefore
approximately 16 weeks for all eight cables (Volume 1, Chapter 3: Project
Description). All work in the intertidal area will be subject to seasonal restrictions.
Only one cable laying barge will be operating in the intertidal area at any one time,
and a 1 km radius advisory safety zone would be established around this vessel.

8.6.22

Subtidal cable installation may involve laying eight cables of 150 km each in length
(HVAC transmission) in up to four phases over a total duration of up to four years.
The subtidal export cable installation may utilise two barges with eight anchors and
one lead anchor, each moving at 500 m intervals. There would be a 500 m separation
distance between any two working vessels. Advisory safety zones (of 1 km radius
each).would be established around cable laying barges.

Due to the nature of the military operations undertaken at area D307, the sensitivity
of the Donna Nook Danger Area is considered to be high.
Significance of effect

8.6.25

Magnitude of impact
8.6.19

The impact is predicted to be of local spatial extent, short term duration, continuous
and high reversibility. It is predicted that the impact will affect the receptor directly.
The magnitude is therefore considered to be negligible.

As the magnitude of impact is deemed to be negligible and the sensitivity of the
receptor high, the effect will be of minor adverse significance, which is not significant
in EIA terms.

The physical presence of wind turbines and other associated infrastructure under
construction may form an aerial obstruction resulting in disruption to HMR 3, HMR 4
and HMR 13.
8.6.26

HMRs are established to both provide an identification of common flight paths and to
facilitate safe helicopter flights when flying in instrument meteorological conditions
(IMC) (i.e., when flight cannot be completed in visual conditions). CAP 764
recommends HMRs should ideally be free of obstacles 2 NM either side of the centre
line due to the requirement for helicopters to transit below the 0° isotherm level
during conditions which pose an icing risk. Helicopters may choose to fly as low as
500 ft. in such conditions when they are within the HMR.

8.6.27

When operating under Instrument Flight Rules (IFR), helicopters require a minimum
1,000 ft. separation from obstacles (CAA, 2010a) which would indicate that whilst
operating above wind turbines of the size anticipated for Subzone 2, helicopters
would need to be flown at a minimum altitude of 1,906 ft. AMSL. This is the maximum
height of the turbine blade when vertical (276 m or 906 ft.) plus the 1,000 ft. required
clearance. As flights are height banded by 500 ft. in the southern North Sea the
minimum required altitude would be 2,000 ft. AMSL (inbound) and 2,500 ft. AMSL
(outbound). The presence of wind turbines in HMR 3, HMR 4 and HMR 13 would
therefore preclude the use of the route by helicopters in IMC when the weather would
require flight at a lower altitude than 2,000 ft. The icing level or 0° isotherm (the level
at which the air temperature reaches freezing) may dictate the level at which a
helicopter can fly. A helicopter can fly in cloud (i.e., in IMC) as long as it is below the
freezing level. Flight into known icing conditions can be prohibited, and is generally
time-limited, depending upon the aircraft type. Thus a low freezing level can pose
problems for helicopter operations.
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Magnitude of impact
8.6.28

The presence of obstructions in HMR 3, HMR 4 and HMR 13 means they would not
be able to be flown in IMC when the weather conditions require flight at a lower
altitude than 2,000 ft. Helicopters will continue to fly the HMRs the majority of time in
visual fight conditions when the flights would not be restricted as they can safely fly at
the required clearance over the turbines. In IMC, and when weather conditions
require flight at a lower altitude than 2,000 ft., which could be up to 10% of the time,
helicopters would have to deviate around Subzone 2. This potential impact duration
would start from as soon as construction of the wind farm commences in the area of
the HMR 3, HMR 4 or HMR 13. This may be at any period from the start of
construction and will last throughout construction and into the operational phase.

8.6.29

The impact is predicted to be of regional spatial extent, short term duration,
intermittent in occurrence and high reversibility. It is predicted that the impact will
affect the receptor directly. The magnitude is therefore considered to be medium.
Sensitivity of receptor

8.6.30

The sensitivity of the helicopter operator flying on the HMR (as the receptor) is
assessed as low due to the fact the helicopter operator will continue to fly the HMRs
in VFR. When being used in IMC and the isotherm level is at an altitude that
precludes flight below 2,000 ft., the helicopter operator requires an obstacle free
route. Such a route is available as a deviation around Subzone 2. Suggested
deviations are shown in Figure 8.8. The ability of the helicopter operator to safely
undertake the intended journey is therefore not affected.
Significance of effect

8.6.31

The magnitude of the impact is deemed to be medium and the sensitivity of the
receptor low. The effect is therefore of minor adverse significance, which is not
significant in EIA terms.
Future monitoring (construction phase)

8.6.32

No specific monitoring requirements have been identified for the construction phase
in relation to aviation, military and communications.
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Figure 8.7

Location of Donna Nook Danger Area in relation to the Cable Route Corridor.
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Significance of effect

Operation and maintenance phase
8.6.33

The effects of the operation and maintenance of Project Two have been assessed on
aviation, military and communications receptors in the offshore study area for
aviation, military and communications. The environmental impacts arising from the
operation and maintenance of Project Two are listed in Table 8.6 along with the
Design Envelope parameters against which each operation and maintenance phase
impact has been assessed.

8.6.34

A description of the significance of effects upon aviation, military and communication
receptors caused by each identified impact is given below.

8.6.39

The physical presence of wind turbines and associated infrastructure during the
operational phase may form an aerial obstruction resulting in disruption to HMR 3,
HMR 4 and HMR 13.
8.6.35

This impact is a continuation of the potential impact upon HMR 3, HMR 4 and
HMR 13 during the construction phase.
Magnitude of impact

8.6.36

The physical presence of wind turbines and associated infrastructure in HMR 3,
HMR 4 and HMR 13 means that the routes would not be able to be flown in IMC
when the weather conditions preclude flights below 2,000ft. Helicopters will continue
to fly the HMRs in visual fight conditions when the flights would not be restricted as
they can safely fly at the required clearance over the turbines. In IMC and when the
weather conditions preclude flights below 2,000 ft., which could be up to 10% of the
time, helicopters would have to deviate around Subzone 2. This potential impact
would last throughout the operational phase of Project Two.

8.6.37

The impact is predicted to be of regional spatial extent, long term duration,
intermittent in occurrence and high reversibility. It is predicted that the impact will
affect the receptor directly. The magnitude is therefore, considered to be medium.
Sensitivity of receptor

8.6.38

The sensitivity of the helicopter operator flying the HMRs (as the receptor) is
assessed as low due to the fact the HMRs will continue to be flown in VFR. When
being used in IMC and the isotherm level is at an altitude that requires the helicopter
to fly at less than 2,000 ft., an obstacle free route is required and such an obstacle
free route is available as a deviation around Subzone 2 (Figure 8.8). The ability of the
helicopter operator to safely undertake the intended journey is therefore not affected.
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The magnitude of the impact is deemed to be medium and the sensitivity of the
receptor low. The effect is therefore of minor adverse significance, which is not
significant in EIA terms.

Figure 8.8

Helicopter main routes and proposed IMC routes.
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The physical presence of wind turbines and associated infrastructure may form an
aerial obstruction resulting in disruption to cross-zone transit helicopter traffic.
8.6.40

Helicopters transiting Subzone 2 will be required to fly 1,000 ft. higher than the wind
turbines. Consultation meetings have advised that most helicopter operators choose
to fly in IFR conditions regardless of weather conditions. A typical Minimum Safe
Altitude (MSA) of 1,500 ft. is therefore flown to allow for 1,000 ft. clearance of
transiting vessels. The turbines will be 276 m (906 ft.) at their maximum height. The
present MSA of 1,500 ft. will therefore be required to be raised to 1,906 ft. by the
presence of the turbines (906 ft. plus 1,000 ft. clearance). As helicopters are height
banded in the southern North Sea at 500 ft. intervals this would mean the MSA would
be raised to 2,000 ft. (inbound) and 2,500 ft. (outbound). This is an additional 500 ft.
climb and descent required per journey.
Magnitude of impact

8.6.41

The maximum flight path distances across Subzone 2 are shown in Figure 8.9. The
maximum flight path across Subzone 2 on a north-south axis is 19.3 km (10.42 NM).
North south flight requirements could potentially relate to a flight path from Norwich
airport to Trent platform for example. The maximum distance across Subzone 2 on
an east-west axis is 43.27 km (23.35 NM). This could potentially relate to a journey
from the two closest platforms, Babbage platform to Chiswick platform, for example,
however this would only be expected if the platforms were operated by the same
operator which in this instance is not the case. The maximum distance across
Subzone 2 on a diagonal axis (north east to south west) is 44.94 km (24.25 NM). This
could potentially relate to a journey from Humberside Airport to Ketch platform, for
example.

8.6.42

The frequency of this impact occurring is based upon the level of cross-zone transit
traffic, which is considered to take place on a regular basis given the location of
HMR 3, HMR 4 and HMR 13 and the gas platforms in the area, however no
helicopter track data is currently available to determine exact flight frequency. The
duration of impact will be the time taken to climb/descend the additional 500 ft. to
2,000 ft. (inbound) or 2,500 ft. (outbound) while crossing Subzone 2 and then the
time spent at a greater altitude.

8.6.43

The impact is predicted to be of local spatial extent, long term duration, continuous
and high reversibility. It is predicted that the impact will affect the receptor directly.
The magnitude is therefore, considered to be medium.

Sensitivity of receptor
8.6.44

It is likely that a substantial number of ‘off route’ helicopter flights would transit across
Subzone 2. Cross-zone transit flights can be flown in visual conditions (i.e., in
weather conditions in which pilots will be able to see and avoid obstructions) or in
IMC when the icing level is high enough. In these weather conditions, helicopters
would transit at higher altitudes to cross above Subzone 2. Should weather
conditions exist whereby either VFR or IFR transits cannot be continued above
Subzone 2, helicopters would reroute to use the HMR network. Given the ability of
helicopters to fly at a higher altitude and adapt to an increased MSA, the sensitivity of
the helicopter operator (as the receptor) is considered to be low.
Significance of effect

8.6.45

The magnitude of impact has been deemed to be medium and the sensitivity of
receptor low, therefore the significance of effect will be of minor adverse
significance, which is not significant in EIA terms.

Helicopter hoist operations may form an aerial obstruction resulting in an impact upon
cross-zone transit helicopter flights.
8.6.46

Helicopter hoisting platforms may be installed on each of the wind turbine nacelles to
enable crews to access the nacelle for maintenance.

8.6.47

When flying in IFR, helicopters transiting through Subzone 2 will be required to fly
1,000 ft. higher than the wind farm which will cause the present MSA of 1,500 ft. to be
raised to 1,906 ft. Due to the fact that flights are height banded in the southern North
Sea at 500 ft. intervals this will equate to an MSA of 2,000 ft. (inbound to land) and
2,500 ft. (outbound to the platforms). In addition helicopters will be required to fly
1,000 ft. higher than the other helicopters performing hoist operations. Hoist
operations are maintenance activities which take place using helicopters lowering
personnel and or equipment to the wind turbines by hoist. Hoist operations are
anticipated to occur predominantly within an altitude of 500 ft. from the turbines.
When operations are within 90 ft. of the turbines no additional height gain will be
required. When operating between 90 ft. and 500 ft. above the turbines a higher MSA
of 2,500 ft. (outbound) and 3,000 ft.(inbound) may be required.
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Figure 8.9

Off route traffic analysis.
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Magnitude of impact
8.6.48

8.6.49

The frequency of this impact occurring is based on the level of cross-zone transit and
the probability of hoist operations in the vicinity of the cross-zone traffic. Hoist
operations will occur on a daily basis but will be restricted to VFR conditions only.
The duration will be limited to the time in which the helicopters are present within
Subzone 2 and are actually performing hoist operations. Assuming VFR can be flown
for 90% of the year and a maximum of up to 5,360 helicopter flights are required a
year for both corrective and preventative maintenance within Subzone 2 (see Table
8.6), there will be approximately 16 helicopter flights across the Subzone 2 area of
462 km2 on any one day of the year.

8.6.53

Consultation took place with the oil and gas operator of the Mimas platform
(ConocoPhillips) and Bristow Helicopters (who fly to this platform on behalf of
ConocoPhillips). From this consultation, it is understood that helicopter flights to this
platform are conducted visually through low flight shuttling (flying at 500 ft.) from the
ConocoPhillips Viking and Loggs platforms located approximately 20 NM south east
of the Mimas platform. From consultation with ConocoPhillips, it is understood that
the access arrangements for the normally unmanned Mimas platform during
maintenance periods occurs for a period of three weeks, up to twice a year, usually
between the months of March and October.

8.6.54

If high altitude flights are required during normal weather conditions, flights can be
flown visually under VFR. This requires an in-flight visibility of 1.5 km (0.8 NM) (CAA
CAP 393, 2014). This distance, plus a 1 NM buffer around Subzone 2 (which is
required to provide the minimum separation distance of 1 NM between the helicopter
and infrastructure when flying in IFR) is equal to 1.8 NM. This distance is less than
the distance between the Mimas platform and Subzone 2, which is 4.8 NM. No flights
flown in VFR to the Mimas platform will therefore be affected by Project Two.

8.6.55

Given the typical maintenance program for this platform and helicopter access
arrangements, the only time access will be restricted is either during maintenance
periods when weather conditions require instrument approaches, or during
operational emergencies when helicopter flights are required direct to the platform at
high altitude and under IMC. As instrument approach procedures are required into
wind for reasons of helicopter stability, instrument approach procedures will be
restricted in certain weather conditions by the presence of Subzone 2. Figure 8.10
shows the constrained approach sectors that would be restricted for instrument
approach procedures before any prevailing wind direction/speed is introduced.

8.6.56

When conducting an instrument approach procedure a helicopter must maintain a
1,000 ft. vertical clearance from all obstacles as it lines up its final descent and a
1 NM separation from all radar contacts. It is also required to have a suitable distance
from its point of destination to enact a MAP if required. Based on a rate of descent of
3°, the minimum distance that a 276 m high turbine can be constructed from the
centre of a platform consultation zone is 8 NM (6 NM for descent plus 1 NM for MAP,
plus 1 NM for horizontal separation from the wind turbines) before instrument
approaches may become restricted. For the purposes of this assessment, it is
considered therefore that the final approach of an instrument approach procedure will
commence at a distance of 7 NM from a platform (6 NM descent plus 1 NM for MAP),
and that there will then be a buffer of 1 NM around Subzone 2 to maintain a 1 NM
separation from all radar contacts.

The impact is predicted to be of local spatial extent, long term duration, continuous
in occurrence and high reversibility. It is predicted that the impact will affect the
receptor directly. The magnitude is therefore considered to be medium.
Sensitivity of receptor

8.6.50

It is likely that a substantial number of ‘off route’ helicopter flights would transit
through Subzone 2. Cross-zone transit flights can be flown in VFR conditions or in
IFR when the icing level is high enough. In these weather conditions, helicopters
would transit at higher altitudes to cross above Subzone 2. Should weather
conditions exist whereby either VFR or IFR transits cannot be continued above
Subzone 2, helicopters would reroute to use the HMR network. Helicopters are able
to fly at a higher altitude and can adapt to an increased MSA. They can also avoid
hoist helicopter operations laterally. The sensitivity of the helicopter operations is
therefore considered to be low.
Significance of effect

8.6.51

The magnitude of the impact is deemed to be medium and the sensitivity of the
receptor low. The effect is therefore, of minor adverse significance, which is not
significant in EIA terms.

The presence of wind turbines and associated infrastructure in helicopter operational
airspace will form a physical obstruction and may impact on helicopter access to the
Mimas platform, disrupting helicopter operations.
Magnitude of impact
8.6.52

The Subzone 2 boundary extends into the 9 NM consultation zone surrounding the
Mimas platform, established as per CAA CAP 764.
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Figure 8.10

Illustration of constrained approach areas under certain conditions for each platform in relation to the project boundary.
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8.6.57

Due to the presence of wind turbines in Subzone 2, a volume of airspace would be
considered unavailable for instrument approach procedures to this platform. This
would apply in certain weather conditions during high altitude access under
instrument approaches. Based on a final approach distance of 7 NM and a 1 NM
buffer around Subzone 2, it is estimated that 310° of airspace surrounding the Mimas
platform would remain available for instrument approach procedures and any MAP.
This is assumed as a worst case as it is known through consultation that out of wind
instrument approaches are, in certain weather conditions, a viable option. It is
understood that a helicopter can fly 30° to 40° out of wind in certain conditions. If an
instrument approach is into wind over a restricted area, the approach could be made
up to 30° out of wind which would greatly reduce (and potentially remove) the
restricted area around the Mimas platform.

8.6.58

The potential number of instrument approach procedures to the Mimas platform that
are likely to be affected by Subzone 2 have been assessed assuming the worst case
restricted areas (see Volume 5: Annex 5.8.1: Aviation, Military and Communication
Technical Report).

8.6.59

From consultation with helicopter operators, it is known that due to the frequency of
certain weather conditions which dictate IMC, instrument approaches are conducted
to platforms approximately 15% of the time. This assessment assumes an even
spread of IMC across the year and uses month averaged wind direction and wind
speed data from the Schooner A platform to highlight times of the year when
instrument approaches could be restricted. The total percentage of days on which
instrument approach flights may be restricted is shown in Figure 8.11 below for the
Mimas platform. Analysis of overall climatic conditions show that up to 6.8 days per
year may be affected to the Mimas platform, due to the presence of Subzone 2, with
some seasonal variation, with the range from 0.4 days per month in January and
December to 0.8 days per month in October. This corresponds to 1.3% of flights in
January and December and 2.6% of flights in October.

8.6.60

8.6.61

It should be noted that under certain weather conditions flights may be restricted
irrespective of Project Two. These restrictions have not been taken into account in
this assessment.

Figure 8.11

8.6.63

The impact is predicted to be of local extent, long term duration, intermittent and
high reversibility. It is predicted that the impact will affect the receptor directly. The
magnitude is therefore, considered to be low.
Sensitivity of receptor

8.6.62

The operational preference for accessing the Mimas platform during routine
maintenance is to shuttle from the Viking and Loggs platforms, therefore the flights
will as far as practical be conducted in visual conditions. In the event this is not
possible and instrument approaches are required, there are only a small percentage
of flights in certain weather conditions that will be restricted.

Percentage of instrument approach flights which may be restricted per
month to the Mimas platform.

From consultation it is known that the Mimas platform typically only requires access
for two periods of 21 days (total of 42 days per year). Maintenance periods are
usually scheduled to avoid IMC. This flexibility in approach may be applied here,
thereby negating any restrictions on access as a result of the presence of Project
Two. There may be the requirement during operational emergencies when flights are
required in IMC and for these scenarios the sensitivity of helicopter access to the
Mimas platform, has been assessed as medium.
Significance of effect

8.6.64
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The magnitude has been assessed as low, and the sensitivity of the receptor
medium. The effect is therefore assessed to be of minor adverse significance, which
is not significant in EIA terms.

The presence of wind turbines and associated infrastructure in helicopter operational
airspace will form a physical obstruction and may impact on helicopter access to the
Schooner A platform, disrupting helicopter operations.

8.6.72

The potential number of instrument approach procedures to the Schooner A platform
that are likely to be affected by Subzone 2 have been assessed assuming the worst
case restricted areas (see Volume 5, Annex 5.81: Aviation, Military and
Communications Technical Report).

8.6.73

From consultation with helicopter operators, it is known that due to the frequency of
certain weather conditions which dictate IMC, instrument approaches are conducted
to platforms approximately 15% of the time. This assessment assumes an even
spread of IMC across the year and uses month averaged wind direction and wind
speed data from the Schooner A platform to highlight times of the year when
instrument approaches could be restricted. The total percentage of days on which
instrument approaches may be restricted to the Schooner A platform is shown in
Figure 8.12 below.

8.6.74

The analysis of overall climatic conditions show that flights on up to 8.8 days a year
may be restricted with some seasonal variation, with the range from 0.5 days per
month in July to 1.1 days per month in May. This corresponds to 1.6% of flights in
July and 3.5% of flights in May.

8.6.75

It should be noted that under certain weather conditions flights may be restricted
irrespective of Project Two. These restrictions have not been taken into account in
this assessment.

8.6.76

The impact is predicted to be of local spatial extent, long term duration, intermittent
in occurrence and high reversibility. It is predicted that the impact will affect the
receptor directly. The magnitude is therefore, considered to be negligible.

Magnitude of impact
8.6.65

The Subzone 2 boundary extends into the 9 NM consultation zone surrounding the
Schooner A platform, established as per CAA CAP 764.

8.6.66

From consultation with the helicopter operator, NHV Helicopters, who fly to the
Schooner A platform on behalf of Tullow Oil, and consultation with the operator
Tullow Oil, a rolling maintenance program of two weeks on and three weeks off is in
place at this platform. During this two week attendance of personnel upon the
unmanned platform, there are typically two flights per day which will access the
platform, one in the morning to deliver personnel to the platform and one in the
evening to take personnel from the platform to Norwich Airport.

8.6.67

8.6.68

Due to the long distance between the platform and Norwich Airport, high altitude
flying is required. During normal weather conditions, flights can be flown visually
where approaches will be conducted under VFR, which requires in-flight visibility of
1.5 km (0.8 NM) (CAA CAP 393, 2014). This distance plus a 1 NM buffer around
Subzone 2 to avoid radar contact (1.8 NM), is less than the distance between the
Schooner A platform and Subzone 2 (3.96 NM). No VFR operations to Schooner A
will therefore be affected by the presence of Project Two.
When there is a requirement to access the Schooner A platform in IMC, instrument
approaches will be conducted. Paragraph 8.6.60 details the instrument approach
procedure.

8.6.69

Due to the presence of wind turbines in Subzone 2, a volume of airspace would be
considered unavailable for instrument approach procedures to this platform in certain
weather conditions. Based upon a final approach distance of 7 NM and a 1 NM buffer
around Subzone 2, it is estimated that 279° of airspace surrounding the Schooner A
platform would remain available for instrument approach procedures and any MAP.

8.6.70

This is assumed as a worst case, as it is known through consultation that out of wind
instrument approaches are, in certain weather conditions, a viable option. It is
understood that a helicopter can fly 30° to 40° out of wind in certain conditions. If an
instrument approach is into wind over a restricted area, the approach could be made
up to 30° out of wind, which would reduce the restricted area and 339° of airspace
surrounding the Schooner A platform would remain available.

8.6.71

Sensitivity of receptor
8.6.77

Flights to the Schooner A platform will usually be conducted in visual conditions. In
IMC conditions when instrument approaches are required there are only a very small
percentage of flights in certain weather conditions that may be restricted. From
consultation with NHV Helicopters it is understood that flights occur typically 100 days
evenly throughout the year. The sensitivity of helicopter access restrictions has been
assessed as medium.
Significance of effect

8.6.78

Figure 8.10 shows the constrained approach sectors that would be restricted for
instrument approach procedures before any prevailing wind direction/speed is
introduced.
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The magnitude has been assessed to be negligible, and the sensitivity of receptor
medium. The effect is therefore of minor adverse significance, which is not
significant in EIA terms.

8.6.81

Due to the long distance between the platform and Great Yarmouth, high altitude
flying is required. During normal weather conditions, flights can be flown visually
where approaches will be conducted under VFR, which requires in-flight visibility of
1.5 km (0.8 NM) (CAA CAP 393, 2014). This distance plus a 1 NM buffer around
Subzone 2 to avoid radar contact (1.8 NM), is less than the distance between the
Babbage platform and Subzone 2 (7.89 NM). No VFR operations to Babbage
platform will therefore be affected by the presence of Project Two.

8.6.82

When there is a requirement to access the Babbage platform in IMC, instrument
approaches will be conducted. Paragraph 8.6.60 details the instrument approach
procedure.

8.6.83

Due to the presence of wind turbines in Subzone 2, a volume of airspace would be
considered unavailable for instrument approach procedures to this platform in certain
weather conditions. Based upon a final approach distance of 7 NM and a 1 NM buffer
around Subzone 2, it is estimated that 343° of airspace surrounding the Babbage
platform would remain available for instrument approach procedures and any MAP.

8.6.84

This is assumed as a worst case, as it is known through consultation that out of wind
instrument approaches are, in certain weather conditions, a viable option. It is
understood that a helicopter can fly 30° to 40° out of wind in certain conditions. If an
instrument approach is into wind over a restricted area, the approach could be made
up to 30° out of wind, which would greatly reduce (and potentially remove) the
restricted area for the Babbage platform.

8.6.85

Figure 8.10 shows the constrained approach sectors that would be restricted for
instrument approach procedures before any prevailing wind direction/speed is
introduced.

Percentage of instrument approach flights which may be restricted per
month to the Schooner A platform.

8.6.86

The presence of wind turbines and associated infrastructure in helicopter operational
airspace will form a physical obstruction and may impact on helicopter access to the
Babbage platform, disrupting helicopter operations.

The potential number of instrument approach procedures to the Babbage platform
that are likely to be affected by Subzone 2 have been assessed assuming the worst
case restricted areas (see Volume 5, Annex 5.8.1: Aviation, Military and
Communications Technical Report).

8.6.87

From consultation with helicopter operators, it is known that due to the frequency of
certain weather conditions which dictate IMC, instrument approaches are conducted
to platforms approximately 15% of the time. This assessment assumes an even
spread of IMC across the year and uses month averaged wind direction and wind
speed data from the Schooner A platform to highlight times of the year when
instrument approaches could be restricted. The total percentage of days on which
instrument approaches may be restricted to the Babbage platform is shown in Figure
8.13 below.

Figure 8.12

Magnitude of impact
8.6.79

The Subzone 2 boundary extends into the 9 NM consultation zone surrounding the
Babbage platform, established as per CAA CAP 764.

8.6.80

From consultation with E.ON E&P UK Limited, the operator of the Babbage platform,
flights will normally be flown once per week (crew change) and with one ad hoc flight
per month. Whilst the Babbage platform is presently a manned platform it is the
intention that it will be a NUI at some point in the future. Flights are flown to and from
Great Yarmouth and CHC helicopters were identified as the helicopter operator.
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Sensitivity of receptor
8.6.91

The Flights to the Babbage platform will usually be conducted in visual conditions. In
IMC conditions when instrument approaches are required there are only a very small
percentage of flights in certain weather conditions that may be restricted. While flights
are limited in number to the platform, crew change flights are required on a weekly
basis. The sensitivity of helicopter access restrictions has therefore been assessed
as medium.
Significance of effect

8.6.92

The magnitude has been assessed to be negligible, and the sensitivity of the receptor
medium. The effect is therefore of minor adverse significance, which is not
significant in EIA terms.

The presence of wind turbines and associated infrastructure may obstruct instrument
approach procedures to the Babbage, Schooner A and Mimas platforms, potentially
affecting helicopter emergency evacuation procedures.
8.6.93

The potential restrictions upon helicopter operations during instrument approach
procedures to oil and gas platforms may affect the platform operators’ regulatory
requirements with regard to the use of helicopters within platform emergency
evacuation scenarios. Such an effect would in turn affect the integrity of the offshore
platforms’ safety cases and emergency procedures.
Magnitude of impact

Figure 8.13

8.6.88

8.6.94

Emergency scenarios include the use of helicopters to facilitate installation
evacuation procedures. The presence of wind turbines and associated infrastructure
may affect instrument approaches to the Babbage, Schooner A and Mimas platforms
(see paragraphs 8.6.56 to 8.6.96 above). Instrument approaches are accepted to
constitute 15% of all flights. During emergencies on a platform however, standard
operating procedures may be amended to ensure an expeditious rescue/evacuation.

8.6.95

The impact is predicted to be of local spatial extent, long term duration, intermittent
in occurrence and high reversibility. It is predicted that the impact will affect the
receptor directly. The magnitude is therefore, considered to be negligible.

Percentage of instrument approach flights which may be restricted per
month to the Babbage platform.

The analysis of overall climatic conditions show that flights on up to 4.8 days a year
may be restricted with some seasonal variation, with the range from 0.3 days per
month in February, April, May and October, to 0.5 days per month in January,
August, September and December. This corresponds to 1% of flights in April, May
and October and 1.7% of flights in September.

8.6.89

It should be noted that under certain weather conditions flights may be restricted
irrespective of Project Two. These restrictions have not been taken into account in
this assessment.

8.6.90

The impact is predicted to be of local extent, long term duration, intermittent in
occurrence and high reversibility. It is predicted that the impact will affect the
receptor directly. The magnitude is therefore, considered to be negligible.

Sensitivity of receptor
8.6.96
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The sensitivity of the helicopter undertaking an emergency evacuation procedure is
high given the importance of emergency evacuation procedures.

Significance of effect
8.6.97

The magnitude has been assessed to be negligible, and the sensitivity of the receptor
high. The overall effect therefore is of minor adverse significance which is not
significant in EIA terms.

The physical presence of wind turbines and associated infrastructure will form an aerial
obstruction and may disrupt Missed Approach Procedures (MAP) from Schooner A,
Mimas and Babbage platforms when required under an instrument approach.
Magnitude of impact
8.6.98

The Subzone 2 boundary extends into the 9 NM consultation zones established
around the Schooner A, Mimas and Babbage platforms (CAA CAP 764). Given the
proximity of Subzone 2 to these platforms there is the potential for MAPs from these
platforms to be affected.

8.6.99

MAPs are required when helicopters are conducting an instrument approach
procedure to a platform in low visibility conditions. At 1.5 NM from the platform, the
helicopter will turn 15° out of wind to make the final approach. If at 0.75 NM from the
platform, the platform is not visible, a MAP is activated and the helicopter will deviate
a further 30° out of wind and begin to climb to the MSA where based on operational
priorities a decision will be made whether to return to base or try to access the
platform once more via instrument approach.

8.6.100 As seen from the assessment of impact upon instrument approaches to these
platforms (paragraphs 8.6.56 to 8.6.96 above), a volume of airspace will be restricted
to the MAPs given the location of Subzone 2 and location of the helicopter when
undertaking a MAP. After commencing a MAP a helicopter’s rate of climb will vary
depending on the technical capability of the helicopter and weather conditions at the
time, however CAP 764 mentions this ascent could be as low as 1° or 2°.
Considering that the helicopter may choose to fly in either direction out of wind, and
as according to procedure a helicopter will fly 45° out of wind at 0.75 NM from the
platform, a MAP will only be restricted if the volume of airspace that is restricted by
Project Two is greater than 90°. A schematic of the MAP is provided in Figure 8.14
below.
8.6.101 The volume of restricted airspace for Schooner A, Mimas and Babbage platforms due
to the presence of Subzone 2 is less than 90° in all cases, and therefore in all wind
directions a MAP can be conducted.
8.6.102 The magnitude of impact is therefore predicted to be no change.
Sensitivity of receptor
8.6.103 The sensitivity of the helicopter to access restrictions has not been assessed as there
is no impact pathway.

Figure 8.14

Schematic of MAP and required air space.

Significance of effect
8.6.104 The presence of wind turbines and associated infrastructure in helicopter operational
airspace will form a physical obstruction but does not however affect MAPs
conducted on an instrument approach, to the Mimas, Babbage or Schooner A
platforms. It is therefore assessed to be no effect.
The physical presence of wind turbines may disrupt radar coverage of NATS Claxby and
Cromer PSRs.
8.6.105 The presence of wind turbines has the potential to interfere with NATS PSRs if their
operational range overlaps Subzone 2. Wind turbine clutter appearing on a radar
display can affect the safe provision of air traffic services as it can mask unidentified
aircraft from the air traffic controller and/or prevent him from accurately identifying
aircraft under his control.
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8.6.106 Offshore HVAC collector substations, offshore HVDC converter stations and offshore
HVAC reactive compensation substations do not pose any issue to radar systems as
radar processing removes stationary objects from the radar display.
Magnitude of impact
8.6.107 Subzone 2 is within the operational range of NATS Claxby PSR (200 NM) and NATS
Cromer PSR (60 NM).
8.6.108 Radar Line of Sight analysis (presented in Volume 5, Annex 5.8.1: Aviation, Military
and Communications Technical Report) indicates that turbines in the southwest
corner of Subzone 2 are highly likely to be detectable by the Claxby PSR. The
majority of turbines in the west of Subzone 2 are theoretically likely to be detected
intermittently. Turbines in the remaining parts of Subzone 2 are less likely to be
detectable by the Claxby PSR.
8.6.109 The assessment indicates that it is unlikely that the majority of Subzone 2 would be
detected by NATS Cromer PSR, although occasional detection cannot be ruled out.
For turbines in the southwest of Subzone 2, the assessment indicates it is likely those
turbines will be detected at least intermittently. At a range of 110 km (60 NM), the
radar will be at its limit of operational range however, which will in turn reduce the
probability of the radar detecting turbines within Subzone 2. The closest point
assessed within the Subzone 2 boundary is 105.12 km/56.7 NM from the Cromer
PSR.
8.6.110 The impact is predicted to be of regional spatial extent, long term duration,
continuous in occurrence and high reversibility. It is predicted that the impact will
affect the receptor directly. The magnitude is considered to be low for both the
Claxby and Cromer PSRs.
Sensitivity of receptor
8.6.111 NATS PSRs are of high importance for the provision of safe and expeditious air traffic
services. Subzone 2 lies within the operational range of Claxby PSR. Subzone 2 is at
the edge of the operational range of Cromer PSR, for which its sensitivity is reduced.
The sensitivity of the NATS PSRs is considered therefore to be medium.
Significance of effect
8.6.112 The magnitude has been assessed as low and the sensitivity of the receptor as
medium. The significance of effect is therefore, assessed to be minor adverse,
which is not significant in EIA terms.

The physical presence of wind turbines may disrupt radar coverage of Military Air
Traffic Control Radar and landing aids.
8.6.113 The presence of wind turbines has the potential to cause interference with Military Air
Traffic Control radar and landing aids within operational range of Subzone 2.
Offshore HVAC collector substations, offshore HVDC converter stations and offshore
HVAC reactive compensation substations do not pose any issue to radar systems as
radar processing removes stationary objects from the radar display.
Magnitude of impact
8.6.114 Line of Sight analysis of the site boundary and turbine parameters (assuming a
276 m blade tip height) predicts that wind turbines in Subzone 2 would not be
detectable by any military air traffic control radars or military landing aids, as shown
on Figure 8.4 (see Volume 5, Annex 5.8.1: Aviation, Military and Communications
Technical Report). Therefore the magnitude of this impact is considered to be no
change.
Sensitivity of receptor
8.6.115 The sensitivity of ATC radar and landing aids is not measured as there is no impact
pathway.
Significance of effect
8.6.116 Due to the results of analysis showing that no impact is possible upon military air
traffic control radars or military landing aids there is no effect.
The physical presence of wind turbines may disrupt radar coverage of Military Air
Defence Radar whose operational range overlaps Subzone 2.
8.6.117 Subzone 2 is within the operational range of ASACS ADRs located at Staxton Wold
and Trimingham, which have a range of 400 km.
Magnitude of impact
8.6.118 Radar Line of Sight analysis for the Staxton Wold radar (see Volume 5, Annex 5.8.1:
Aviation, Military and Communications Technical Report) indicated that wind turbines
in the northwest of Subzone 2 are theoretically likely to be detected intermittently by
the Staxton Wold ADR. Turbines in the remaining parts of Subzone 2 are less likely
to be detectable.
8.6.119 Turbines in the southwest of Subzone 2 are theoretically likely to be detected
intermittently by the Trimingham ADR. Turbines in the remaining parts of Subzone 2
are less likely to be detectable.
8.6.120 Any identified effect of turbines on the ASACS ADRs that serve the airspace above
Subzone 2 would potentially reduce the capability of the ASACS force.
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8.6.121 The impact is predicted to be of national spatial extent, long term duration,
continuous and high reversibility. It is predicted that the impact will affect the
receptor directly. The magnitude is considered to be medium.
Sensitivity of receptor
8.6.122 Military Air Defence radars are used to protect the security interests of the UK. Their
programming will have a certain level of ability to accommodate wind turbine
infrastructure. As part of the pre-application consultation process for Hornsea Project
Two, SMart Wind issued the details of the project to the safeguarding team at the
Defence Infrastructure Organisation within the MOD. In response to this consultation,
the safeguarding team concluded that Project Two would not raise concerns in
relation to any potential impact on the MOD’s operations.
8.6.123 The sensitivity of the receptor is therefore considered to be low.
Significance of effect
8.6.124 The magnitude has been assessed to be medium, and the sensitivity of the receptor
low. The overall effect is therefore assessed to be of minor adverse significance,
which is not significant in EIA terms.
The physical presence of wind turbines and associated infrastructure may cause an
obstruction to Search and Rescue (SAR) helicopter operations.

Sensitivity of receptor
8.6.127 While the SAR operations are of extreme importance, the sensitivity of the helicopter
can be considered to be medium due to their adaptability to the environment in which
they operate as they are not constrained by the normal rules of the air.
Significance of effect
8.6.128 The magnitude has been assessed to be low, and the sensitivity of the receptor
medium. The effect is therefore assessed to be of minor adverse significance, which
is not significant in EIA terms.
The physical presence of wind turbines may interfere with existing offshore microwave
and other communication links.
8.6.129 As a result of the assessment carried out (Volume 5, Annex 5.8.1 Aviation, Military
and communication Technical Report), it is not anticipated that Project Two will have
any significant effect on maritime communication devices including, satellite
communications, VHF radio and television.
8.6.130 The existing environment for offshore microwave links was determined through
consultation with oil and gas operators and using Ofcom data. Microwave links
require line of sight between source and receiver and any obstruction within 100 m of
this path has the potential to affect the link.
Magnitude of impact

Magnitude of impact
8.6.125 Both military and civil SAR operations could be affected by the presence of turbines
in Subzone 2 if a SAR operation was required within or close to the Subzone 2
footprint. When on an operational mission, SAR aircraft are not constrained by the
normal rules of the air and operate in accordance with their AOC. This allows them
total flexibility to manoeuvre using the pilot's best judgement. The pilot can therefore
penetrate the wind farm and is not prevented from entry to this area. The impact of
the actual layout of the wind farm upon SAR has been assessed in Chapter 7:
Shipping and navigation as required by MGN-371. The frequency of both air and sea
SAR events in the area and the potential for an increase in incidents requiring SAR
was also assessed in Chapter 7: Shipping and navigation. The assessment identified
the potential for a small increase in incidents to arise due to the presence of Project
Two. However the assessment also identified that there would be an increase in
emergency response capability in the area due to the presence of Project Two. The
localised emergency response capability would be able to assist in SAR within
Subzone 2.

8.6.131 Subzone 2 is not in the line of sight of any identified microwave links. Therefore no
impact is predicted.
Sensitivity of receptor
8.6.132 No impact pathway exists so the sensitivity of this receptor is not assessed.
Significance of effect
8.6.133 There will be no impact and therefore no effect upon the microwave links.
Future monitoring (operation and maintenance phase)
8.6.134 No specific monitoring requirements have been identified for the operation and
maintenance phase in relation to aviation, military and communications.

8.6.126 The magnitude of impact is predicted to be of local spatial extent, long term duration,
continuous and high reversibility. It is predicted that the impact will affect the
receptor directly. The magnitude is therefore considered to be low.
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Decommissioning phase

8.7.2

The projects and plans selected as relevant to this assessment are based upon the
results of a screening exercise undertaken as part of the ‘CIA long list’ of projects
(see Annex 4.5.1: Cumulative Effects Screening Note). Each project on the CIA long
list has been considered on a case by case basis for scoping in or out of this
chapter’s assessment based upon data confidence, effect-receptor pathways and the
spatial/temporal scales involved. The specific projects/plans scoped in as relevant to
this chapter are presented in Table 8.11 below. Further detail of the approach to
screening and CIA is provided in Volume 1, Chapter 5: Environmental Impact
Assessment Methodology.

8.7.3

In assessing the cumulative impact for Project Two, it is important to bear in mind that
other projects/plans under consideration will have differing potential for proceeding to
an operational stage and hence a differing potential to ultimately contribute to a
cumulative impact alongside Project Two. For example, relevant projects/plans that
are already under construction are likely to contribute to cumulative impacts with
Project Two (providing effect or spatial pathways exist), whereas projects/plans not
yet approved or not yet submitted are less certain to contribute to such an impact, as
some may not achieve approval or may not ultimately be built due to other factors.
For this reason all relevant projects/plans considered cumulatively alongside Project
Two have been allocated into ‘Tiers’, reflecting their current stage within the planning
and development process. This allows the CIA to present several future development
scenarios, each with a differing potential for being ultimately built out. Appropriate
weight may therefore be given to each scenario (Tier) in the decision making process
when considering the potential cumulative impact associated with Project Two (e.g., it
may be considered that greater weight can be placed on the Tier 1 assessment
relative to Tier 2). An explanation of each tier is included below:

8.6.135 The impacts of the decommissioning of Project Two have been assessed on aviation
military and communications in the offshore study area for aviation, military and
communications. The environmental effects arising from the decommissioning of
Project Two are listed in Table 8.6 along with the Design Envelope parameters
against which each decommissioning phase impact has been assessed.
8.6.136 A description of the significance of impacts upon aviation, military and
communications receptors caused by each identified impact is given below.
Cable removal activity and associated vessel movements along the cable route corridor
may interfere with operations within MOD Danger Areas.
8.6.137 The effects of this impact during the decommissioning phase are expected to be
similar to those arising for the respective impact during the construction phase (see
paragraphs 8.6.19 to 8.6.29).
8.6.138 The significance of effect is minor adverse, which is not significant in EIA terms.
The physical presence of partially dismantled wind turbines and other associated
infrastructure during decommissioning may form an aerial obstruction resulting in
disruption to HMR 3, HMR 4 and HMR 13.
8.6.139 The effects of this impact during the decommissioning phase are expected to be
similar to those arising for the respective impact during the construction phase (see
paragraphs 8.6.30 to 8.6.35).
8.6.140 The significance of effect is minor adverse, which is not significant in EIA terms.
Future monitoring (decommissioning phase)



Tier 1: Project Two considered alongside other projects/plans currently under
construction and/or those consented but not yet implemented, and/or those
submitted but not yet determined and/or those currently operational that were
not operational when baseline data was collected, and/or those that are
operational but have an ongoing impact; and



Tier 2: All projects/plans included in Tier 1, as well as those on relevant plans
and programmes that are likely to come forward (the PINS Programme of
Projects being the source most relevant for this assessment), but have not yet
submitted an application for consent. Specifically, this Tier includes all projects
where the developer has advised PINS in writing that they intend to submit an
application in the future, or where only a scoping report or Preliminary
Environmental Information (PEI) is available (i.e., a full Environmental Statement
is not available).

8.6.141 No specific monitoring requirements have been identified for the decommissioning
phase in relation to aviation, military and communications.

8.7

Cumulative Impact Assessment
Cumulative Assessment Methodology

8.7.1

The following assessment presents the Cumulative Impact Assessment (CIA) with
regard to Project Two, taking account of the knowledge of the environment and other
development activities in the vicinity of the development.

8.7.4
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The specific projects scoped into this CIA, and the Tiers into which they have been
allocated, are presented in Table 8.11 below.

8.7.5

The cumulative impact project parameters presented and assessed in this section
(Section 8.7) have been selected from the details provided in the project description
(Volume 1, Chapter 3: Project Description) in order to inform a ‘worst case scenario’.
Effects of greater adverse significance than those presented here are not predicted to
arise should any other development scenario based on details within the project
Design Envelope (e.g., different turbine layout) be taken forward in the final design
scheme.

Table 8.11

Built and Operational Projects

Tier
1

Phase

Projects
Under
Construction

Tier

Spatial and temporal project overlap defining the scope of the CIA.
Distance
from Hornsea
Subzone 2
(km)

Distance
from Hornsea
Project Two
cable route
(km)

Scroby Sands
Offshore Wind farm

130.7

119.2

30 turbines, 60 MW (installed
capacity)

Operational since December
2004

X

Lynn and Inner
Dowsing Offshore
Wind Farms

95.8

30.3

54 turbines, 194 MW (installed
capacity)

Operational since March
2009

X

Sheringham Shoal
Offshore Wind Farm

77.6

47.6

88 turbines, 317 MW (installed
capacity)

Operational since April 2013

X

Teeside Offshore
Wind Farm

177.2

121.0

27 turbines, 62 MW (installed
capacity)

Operational since July 2013

X

Lincs Offshore Wind
Farm

90.7

27.4

75 turbines, 270 MW (installed
capacity)

Operational since August
2013

X

Ongoing commercial
fishing activity

Various

Various

See Chapter 6: Commercial
Fisheries, Figure 6.5.

N/A

X

X

Existing vessel activity

Various

Various

As recorded by AIS and radar (see
Chapter 7: Shipping and
Navigation, Figure 7.13).

N/A

X

X

Humber Gateway
Offshore Wind Farm

75.9

7.9

Up to 83 turbines, up to 300 MW
(consented capacity)

Offshore construction 20122015

X

Westermost Rough
Offshore Wind Farm

81.6

26.1

Up to 80 turbines, up to 245 MW
(consented capacity)

2014-2015

X

Project/Plan

Dates of Offshore
Construction

Details

(if applicable)
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Overlap of
construction
Phase with
Project Two
construction

Overlap of
operation Phase
with Project Two
operation

Phase

Tier
2

Future Submissions

Consented or Submitted Applications

Tier

Distance
from Hornsea
Subzone 2
(km)

Distance
from Hornsea
Project Two
cable route
(km)

Overlap of
construction
Phase with
Project Two
construction

Overlap of
operation Phase
with Project Two
operation

Hornsea Project One
Offshore Wind Farm

0

0

Up to 240 turbines consented, up
to 1,200 MW

2015-2019

X

X

Race Bank Offshore
Wind Farm

69.4

22.0

Up to 116 turbines, up to 580 MW
(consented capacity)

2015-2017

X

X

Dogger Creyke Beck
Offshore Wind Farm Projects A and B

73.7

77.3

Up to 600 turbines (300 per
project), up to 2,400 MW

2016-2027

X

X

Dogger Bank Teesside
Offshore Wind Farm Projects A and B

94.9

98.7

Up to two wind farms, up to
2,400 MW

2017-2028

X

X

East Anglia One
Offshore Wind Farm

171.2

164.6

Up to 325 turbines, up to
1,200 MW

2016-2019

X

X

Dudgeon Offshore
Wind Farm

58.3

41.2

Up to 560 MW (consented
capacity)

2015-2017

X

X

Triton Knoll Offshore
Wind Farm

49.3

2.1

Up to 288 turbines, up to
1,200 MW (consented capacity)

2017-2021

X

X

2016 onwards

X

X

2020-2022

X

X

Project/Plan

Details

Dates of Offshore
Construction
(if applicable)

National Grid
Yorkshire and
Humberside CCS and
subsea pipeline

12.9

26.6

Carbon dioxide storage site in
aquifer 5/42 and subsea pipeline
to shore

East Anglia Three
Offshore Wind Farm

138.8

135.5

Up to 172 turbines, up to
1,200 MW
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Table 8.12

Design Envelope scenario considered within assessment of potential cumulative impacts on Aviation, Military and Communications.

Potential impact

Direct/
Indirect

Maximum adverse scenario

Justification

Construction phase
Project Two cable laying activity and
associated vessel movements along
the Project Two cable route corridor,
alongside other projects/plans, may
interfere with operations within MOD
Danger Areas.

Direct

Maximum adverse scenario as described for Project Two (see Table 8.6) assessed
cumulatively with the full development of the following other proposed or existing
marine projects in the region (see Table 8.11):
Tier 1:
Hornsea Project One Offshore Wind Farm;
Ongoing commercial fishing activity; and
Existing vessel activity.
Tier 2:
Tier 1 projects; and
National Grid Yorkshire & Humberside CCS and subsea pipeline.

This includes other developments/activities within,
or moving through the same MOD Danger areas
during the same time period as the cable route
corridor construction.
These projects, when considered alongside Project
Two, will lead to the maximum potential interference
or obstruction to MOD Danger Areas.

The physical presence of Project
Two wind turbines and associated
infrastructure under construction in
helicopter operational airspace,
alongside other projects/plans
sharing the same operational
airspace, may form an aerial
obstruction resulting in disruption to
HMR 3, HMR 4 and HMR 13.

Direct

Maximum adverse scenario as described for Project Two (see Table 8.6) assessed
cumulatively with the full development of the following other proposed or existing
marine projects in the region (see Table 8.11):
Tier 1:
Offshore wind farms: Dudgeon; and
Hornsea Project One Offshore Wind Farm.
Tier 2:
No Tier 2 projects/plans identified.

This includes the presence of other developments
in construction which have the potential to affect the
operational airspace of helicopters using HMR 3,
HMR 4 and HMR 13.
These projects, when considered alongside Project
Two, will lead to the maximum potential disruption
to the use of HMR 3, HMR 4 and HMR 13.

The physical presence of Project
Two wind turbines and associated
infrastructure in helicopter
operational airspace, alongside
other projects/plans sharing the
same operational airspace, may
form an aerial obstruction resulting
in disruption to HMR 3, HMR 4 and
HMR 13.

Direct

Maximum adverse scenario as described for Project Two (see Table 8.6) assessed
cumulatively with the full development of the following other proposed or existing
marine projects in the region (see Table 8.11):
Tier 1:
Offshore wind farms: Dudgeon; and
Hornsea Project One Offshore Wind Farm.
Tier 2:
No Tier 2 projects/plans identified.

This includes the presence of other developments
which have the potential to affect the operational
airspace of helicopters using HMR 3, HMR 4 and
HMR 13.
These projects, when considered alongside Project
Two, will lead to the maximum potential disruption
to the use of HMR 3, HMR 4 and HMR 13.

The physical presence of Project
Two wind turbines and associated
infrastructure, alongside other
projects/plans, may form an aerial
obstruction resulting in disruption to
cross-zone transit helicopter traffic.

Direct

Maximum adverse scenario as described for Project Two (see Table 8.6) assessed
cumulatively with the full development of the following other proposed or existing
marine projects in the region (see Table 8.11):
Tier 1:
Hornsea Project One Offshore Wind Farm.
Tier 2:
No Tier 2 projects/plans identified.

This includes other developments which have the
potential to affect the operational airspace of
helicopter operations identified as being affected by
Project Two.
These projects, when considered alongside Project
Two, will lead to the maximum potential interference
with aircraft operations, radar systems or
communication systems.

Operational and maintenance phase
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Potential impact

Direct/
Indirect

Maximum adverse scenario

Justification

Helicopter hoist operations on
Project Two, alongside those of
other projects/plans, may form an
aerial obstruction resulting in an
impact upon cross-zone transit
helicopter flights.

Direct

Maximum adverse scenario as described for Project Two (see Table 8.6) assessed
cumulatively with the full development of the following other proposed or existing
marine projects in the region (see Table 8.11):
Tier 1:
Hornsea Project One Offshore Wind Farm.
Tier 2:
No Tier 2 projects/plans identified.

This includes other wind farm developments
adjacent to Project Two which have the potential to
further affect cross-zone transit helicopter flights.
These projects, when considered alongside Project
Two, will lead to the maximum potential for
helicopter operations to be affected.

The presence of Project Two wind
turbines and associated
infrastructure, alongside other
projects/plans, in helicopter
operational airspace, will form a
physical obstruction and may affect
helicopter access to the Mimas
platform, disrupting helicopter
operations.

Direct

Maximum adverse scenario as described for Project Two (see Table 8.6) assessed
cumulatively with the full development of the following other proposed or existing
marine projects in the region (see Table 8.11):
Tier 1:
Hornsea Project One Offshore Wind Farm.
Tier 2:
No Tier 2 projects/plans identified.

This includes other developments which have the
potential to affect the instrument approaches to
platforms affected by Project Two. The
developments must overlap with the 9 NM
consultation zones of the respective platform.
These projects, when considered alongside Project
Two, will lead to the maximum potential impact
upon on an individual platform helicopter
consultation zone.

Direct

Maximum adverse scenario as described for Project Two (see Table 8.6) assessed
cumulatively with the full development of the following other proposed or existing
marine projects in the region (see Table 8.11):
Tier 1:
Hornsea Project One Offshore Wind Farm.
Tier 2:
No Tier 2 projects/plans identified.

This includes other developments which have the
potential to affect the instrument approaches to
platforms affected by Project Two. The
developments must overlap with the 9 NM
consultation zones of the Babbage, Schooner A
and/or Mimas platforms.
These projects, when considered alongside Project
Two, will lead to the maximum potential impact
upon on an individual platform helicopter
consultation zone.

The presence of Project Two wind
turbines and associated
infrastructure, alongside other
projects/plans, in helicopter
operational airspace, will form a
physical obstruction and may affect
helicopter access to the Schooner A
platform, disrupting helicopter
operations.
The presence of Project Two wind
turbines and associated
infrastructure, alongside other
projects/plans, in helicopter
operational airspace, will form a
physical obstruction and may affect
helicopter access to the Babbage
platform, disrupting helicopter
operations.
The presence of Project Two wind
turbines and associated
infrastructure, alongside other
projects/plans, may form a physical
obstruction affecting instrument
approach procedures to the
Babbage, Schooner A and Mimas
platforms, potentially affecting
helicopter emergency evacuation
procedures.
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Potential impact

Direct/
Indirect

Maximum adverse scenario

Justification

The physical presence of Project
Two wind turbines and associated
infrastructure, alongside other
projects/plans, will form an aerial
obstruction and may disrupt Missed
Approach Procedures (MAP) from
Schooner A, Mimas and Babbage
platforms when required under an
instrument approach.

Direct

Maximum adverse scenario as described for Project Two (see Table 8.6) assessed
cumulatively with the full development of the following other proposed or existing
marine projects in the region (see Table 8.11):
Tier 1:
Hornsea Project One Offshore Wind Farm.
Tier 2:
No Tier 2 projects/plans identified.

This includes other developments which have the
potential to affect the instrument approaches to
platforms affected by Project Two. The
developments must overlap with the 9 NM
consultation zones of the Babbage, Schooner A
and/or Mimas platforms.
These projects, when considered alongside Project
Two, will lead to the maximum potential impact
upon on an individual platform helicopter
consultation zone.

The physical presence of Project
Two wind turbines, alongside other
projects/plans, may disrupt radar
coverage of NATS Claxby and
Cromer PSRs.

Direct

Maximum adverse scenario as described for Project Two (see Table 8.6) assessed
cumulatively with the full development of the following other proposed or existing
marine projects in the region (see Table 8.11):
Tier 1:
Offshore wind farms: Teeside, Scroby Sands, Sheringham Shoal, Lynn and Inner
Dowsing, Lincs, Humber Gateway, Westermost Rough, Race Bank, East Anglia
One, East Anglia Three, Dudgeon, Triton Knoll; and
Hornsea Project One Offshore Wind Farm.
Tier 2:
No Tier 2 projects/plans identified.

This includes other offshore wind farms which are
within the operational range of NATS Claxby and
Cromer PSRs.
These projects, when considered alongside Project
Two, will lead to the maximum potential impact
upon a single radar.

The physical presence of Project
Two wind turbines, alongside other
projects/plans, may disrupt radar
coverage of Military Air Defence
Radar whose operational range
overlaps Subzone 2.

Direct

Maximum adverse scenario as described for Project Two (see Table 8.6) assessed
cumulatively with the full development of the following other proposed or existing
marine projects in the region (see Table 8.11):
Tier 1:
Offshore wind farms: Teeside, Scroby Sands, Sheringham Shoal, Lynn and Inner
Dowsing, Lincs, Humber Gateway, Westermost Rough, Race Bank, East Anglia
One, East Anglia Three, Dudgeon, Triton Knoll; and
Hornsea Project One Offshore Wind Farm.
Tier 2:
No Tier 2 projects/plans identified.

This includes other offshore wind farms which are
within the operational range of the Military Air
Defence Radar.
These projects, when considered alongside Project
Two, will lead to the maximum potential impact
upon a single radar.

The physical presence of Project
Two wind turbines and associated
infrastructure, alongside other
projects/plans, may cause an
obstruction to Search and Rescue
(SAR) helicopter operations.

Direct

Maximum adverse scenario as described for Project Two (see Table 8.6) assessed
cumulatively with the full development of the following other proposed or existing
marine projects in the region (see Table 8.11):
Tier 1:
Hornsea Project One Offshore Wind Farm.
Tier 2:
No Tier 2 projects/plans identified.

This includes other developments which may cause
obstruction to SAR helicopter operations.
These projects, when considered alongside Project
Two, will lead to the maximum potential impact
upon SAR helicopter operations.
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Potential impact

Direct/
Indirect

Maximum adverse scenario

Justification

Decommissioning phase
Project Two cable removal activity
and associated vessel movements
along the cable route corridor,
alongside other projects/plans, may
interfere with operations within MOD
Danger Areas.

Direct

Maximum adverse scenario as described for Project Two (see Table 8.6) assessed
cumulatively with the full development of the following other proposed or existing
marine projects in the region (see Table 8.11):
Tier 1:
Hornsea Project One Offshore Wind Farm;
Ongoing commercial fishing activity; and
Existing vessel activity.
Tier 2:
Tier 1 projects; and
National Grid Yorkshire & Humberside CCS and subsea pipeline.

This includes other developments/activities within
the same MOD Danger Areas during the Project
Two decommissioning period.
These projects, when considered alongside Project
Two, will lead to the maximum potential interference
or obstruction to MOD Danger Areas.

The physical presence of partially
dismantled Project Two wind
turbines and associated
infrastructure in helicopter
operational airspace, alongside
other projects/plans sharing the
same operational airspace, may
form an aerial obstruction resulting
in disruption to HMR 3, HMR 4 and
HMR 13.

Direct

Maximum adverse scenario as described for Project Two (see Table 8.6) assessed
cumulatively with the full development of the following other proposed or existing
marine projects in the region (see Table 8.11):
Tier 1:
Offshore wind farms: Dudgeon; and
Hornsea Project One Offshore Wind Farm.
Tier 2:
No Tier 2 projects/plans identified.

This includes the presence of other developments
which have the potential to affect the operational
airspace of helicopters using HMR 3, HMR 4 and
HMR 13.
These projects, when considered alongside Project
Two, will lead to the maximum potential disruption
to the use of HMR 3, HMR 4 and HMR 13.
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route corridor arising from activities associated with the installation of both Project
One and Project Two intertidal ducts and export cables and subtidal export cables.

Construction phase
8.7.6

8.7.7

The cumulative effects of the construction of Project Two have been assessed on
aviation military and communications in their relevant offshore study area. The
potential cumulative impacts arising from the construction of Project Two are listed in
Table 8.12 along with the Design Envelope scenarios against which each
construction phase impact has been assessed.

8.7.11

Existing activity within the Donna Nook Danger Area includes commercial fishing
activity (see Chapter 6: Commercial Fisheries, Figure 6.5) and other vessel traffic
(see Chapter 7: Shipping and Navigation, Figure 7.13).

8.7.12

The cumulative impact from Hornsea Project One and Project Two, in addition to
existing vessel-based activities, on operations within the Donna Nook Danger Area, is
predicted to be of local spatial extent, short term duration, continuous and
reversible. It is predicted that the impact will affect the receptor directly. The
magnitude is therefore, considered to be low.

A description of the significance of cumulative effects upon aviation, military and
communications receptors arising from each identified impact is given below.

Project Two cable laying activity and associated vessel movements along the Project
Two cable route corridor, alongside other projects/plans, may interfere with operations
within MOD Danger Areas.
8.7.8

Donna Nook Danger Area (D307) overlaps with part of the Project Two subtidal cable
route corridor near the landfall point and the temporary working area for the intertidal
cable route corridor. Live firing, bombing and demolition activities occur in this area.
There is potential for a cumulative impact to arise from existing and proposed activity
being carried out simultaneously within the Donna Nook Danger Area. Following
consultation with the DIO for Project Two, it has been requested that MOD should be
briefed on the nature and timing of any cable laying operations that will occur within
the extent of D307. The developer will comply with this request through the
appropriate distribution of the Notice to Mariners and it is considered that any other
development will provide the same information where appropriate.

Sensitivity of receptor
8.7.13

Due to the nature of the operations undertaken at area D307, the sensitivity of the
Donna Nook Danger Area is considered to be high.
Significance of effect

8.7.14

The Project Two cable laying activity and associated vessel movements along the
cable route corridor during the construction phase, alongside those of Project One
and existing vessel-based activities, may interfere with operations within MOD
Danger Areas. The Tier 1 cumulative effect will be of minor adverse significance
which is not significant in EIA terms.

Tier 1 assessment

Tier 2 assessment

Magnitude of impact

Magnitude of impact

8.7.9

The Hornsea Project One development has been identified as having a construction
period that overlaps with Project Two. There is therefore the potential that
construction activities for the two projects within the cable route corridor may overlap
temporally and spatially within the Donna Nook Danger Area.

8.7.15

The National Grid CCS project subsea pipeline comes ashore near Barmston (East
Riding of Yorkshire). There is the potential that construction vessels for this CCS
project will use the Humber ports, though they would come in from the north and
would have no reason to enter the Donna Nook Danger area.

8.7.10

The cable route corridor for Project One will lie parallel to the Project Two cable route
corridor and construction periods may be concurrent. Project One intertidal
construction will be undertaken over two years. Year 1 (from 1 April to 30 September)
construction activities will consist of HDD and installation of all the ducts under the
sea defence. Year 2 (from 1 April to 30 September) construction activities will consist
of cable pulling under the sea defences and the installation of all cables through the
intertidal area. Project One subtidal export cables will be installed over a two year
period. There may be a cumulative impact of restricted movement in the intertidal
cable route corridor and associated temporary working areas (however only one
vessel will be working within the intertidal area at any one time) and offshore cable

8.7.16

There are no other additional Tier 2 developments identified that overlap with the
Donna Nook Danger Area. The cumulative impact arising from Project Two, the
projects/plans considered in Tier 1 and the National Grid CCS pipeline is predicted to
be of local spatial extent, short term duration, continuous and reversible. It is
predicted that the impact will affect the receptor directly. The magnitude is therefore,
considered to be low.
Sensitivity of receptor

8.7.17
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Due to the nature of the operations undertaken at area D307, the sensitivity of the
Donna Nook Danger Area is considered to be high.

Significance of effect
8.7.18

The Project Two cable laying activity and associated vessel movements along the
cable route corridor during the construction phase, alongside those of Tier 1 and Tier
2 developments, may interfere with operations within MOD Danger Areas. The Tier 2
cumulative effect will be of minor adverse significance which is not significant in EIA
terms.

in certain weather conditions they may be required to divert to using the HMR 3 or
HMR 4. This would result in an increased use of HMR 3 and HMR 4 which is already
affected by the Project Two development.
8.7.23

Helicopters flying to oil and gas platforms in the region may require the use of
HMR 3, HMR4 and HMR 13 in certain weather conditions. Given the general nature
of the southern North Sea gas reserves it is expected that oil and gas activity (and
therefore the requirement for helicopter operations) may increase in the short term
with a more gradual decline in the long term. Through consultation with the oil and
gas operators there is no significant increase in oil and gas activity planned however
immediately north of Project Two. The overall magnitude is not anticipated to
increase from that already assessed within the baseline assessment for Project Two
over the life of the project and therefore the oil and gas activity has been screened
out of the CIA (see CIA long list in Volume 4, Annex 4.5.1: Cumulative Effects
Screening Note).

8.7.24

The impact is predicted to be of local spatial extent, short term duration,
intermittent and reversible. It is predicted that the impact will affect the receptor
directly. The magnitude of impact arising from the consideration of Project Two,
Dudgeon and Project One is therefore, considered to be medium.

The physical presence of Project Two wind turbines and associated infrastructure under
construction in helicopter operational airspace, alongside other projects/plans sharing
the same operational airspace, may form an aerial obstruction resulting in disruption to
HMR 3, HMR 4 and HMR 13.
8.7.19

CAP 764 recommends HMRs should ideally be free of obstacles 2 NM either side of
the flight centre line. This is due to the requirement for helicopters to transit below the
0o isotherm level when at an altitude which poses an icing risk. Helicopters may
choose to fly as low as 500 ft. in such conditions and when using an HMR.

8.7.20

When operating in IFR, helicopters require a minimum 1,000 ft. separation from
obstacles. This indicates that flights above wind turbines of the size proposed for
Project Two would be required to be at a minimum altitude of 1,906 ft., however since
helicopters are height banded at 500 ft. intervals in the southern North Sea this
equates to a required MSA of 2,000 ft. (inbound) and 2,500 ft. (outbound). The
presence of wind turbines under construction in HMR 3, HMR 4 and HMR 13 would
therefore preclude the use of these routes by helicopters in IMC and when the
weather would require flying at a lower altitude than 2,000 ft. Additional development
within HMR 3, HMR 4 and HMR 13 would further restrict the use of these routes.

Sensitivity of receptor
8.7.25

The sensitivity of the HMR as the receptor is assessed as low due to the fact the
HMRs will continue to be flown in VFR but, when being used in IMC and the weather
requires flight below 2,000ft, an obstacle free route is required. The obstacle free
route is available as a deviation around Subzone 2 (see Figure 8.8).

Tier 1 assessment
Significance of effect
Magnitude of impact
8.7.26
8.7.21

8.7.22

Dudgeon offshore wind farm coincides with the 2 NM buffer for HMR 4, and Hornsea
Project One coincides with HMR 3. There are no other Tier 1 offshore wind farm
developments identified which would directly affect HMR 3, HMR 4 and HMR 13.
HMR 13 is only affected by Project Two (see Figure 8.15).
According to the information available (see CIA long list in Volume 4, Annex 4.5.1:
Cumulative Effects Screening Note), the construction period for Dudgeon is
scheduled for 2015-2017, with the construction period for Project One scheduled for
2015-2019. Construction for Project Two, scheduled for 2017-2023 (based on
construction of offshore and intertidal elements over up to four phases which may
overlap in duration), would therefore coincide with the construction and operational
periods for Dudgeon and Project One. The presence of the Dudgeon development
would reduce the ability of helicopters to use HMR 4 in certain weather conditions.
The Project One development being adjacent to Project Two effectively increases the
area of airspace through which helicopters which are flying at a sufficient height, may

The Tier 1 cumulative effect is considered to be of minor adverse significance, which
is not significant in EIA terms.
Tier 2 assessment

8.7.27

There are no additional Tier 2 developments identified that coincide with HMR 3,
HMR 4 and HMR 13. The assessment for Tier 2 therefore remains as for Tier 1
above.
Future monitoring (construction phase)

8.7.28
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No specific monitoring requirements have been identified for the construction phase
in relation to cumulative impacts on aviation, military and communications.

Operational and maintenance phase
8.7.29

8.7.31

Helicopters flying to oil and gas platforms in the region may require the use of
HMR 3, HMR 4 and HMR 13 in certain weather conditions. Given the general nature
of the southern North Sea gas reserves it is expected that oil and gas activity (and
therefore the requirement for helicopter operations) may increase in the short term
with a more gradual decline in the long term. Through consultation with the oil and
gas operators there is no significant increase in oil and gas activity planned however
immediately north of Project Two. The overall magnitude is not anticipated to
increase from that already assessed within the baseline assessment for Project Two
over the life of the project and therefore the oil and gas activity has been screened
out of the CIA (Volume 4, Annex 4.5.1: Cumulative Effects Screening Note).

8.7.35

The impact is predicted to be of local spatial extent, long term duration, intermittent
and reversible. It is predicted that the impact will affect the receptor directly. The
magnitude of impact arising from the consideration of Project Two, Dudgeon and
Project One is therefore, considered to be medium.

The cumulative impacts of the operational and maintenance phase of Project Two
have been assessed on aviation, military and communication receptors. The
cumulative effects on aviation, military and communication receptors arising from the
operation and maintenance phase of Project Two and other developments are listed
in Table 8.12 along with the Design Envelope parameters against which each
operation and maintenance phase impact has been assessed.

The physical presence of Project Two wind turbines and associated infrastructure in
helicopter operational airspace, alongside other projects/plans sharing the same
operational airspace, may form an aerial obstruction resulting in disruption to HMR 3,
HMR 4 and HMR 13.
8.7.30

8.7.34

CAP 764 recommends HMRs should ideally be free of obstacles 2 NM either side of
the flight centre line. This is due to the requirement for helicopters to transit below the
0o isotherm level when at an altitude which poses an icing risk. Helicopters may
choose to fly as low as 500 ft. in such conditions and when using an HMR.
When operating in IFR, helicopters require a minimum 1,000 ft. separation from
obstacles. This indicates that flights above wind turbines of the size proposed for
Project Two would be required to be at a minimum altitude of 1,906 ft., however since
helicopters are height banded at 500 ft. intervals in the southern North Sea this
equates to a required MSA of 2,000 ft. (inbound) and 2,500 ft. (outbound). The
presence of wind turbines in HMR 3, HMR 4 and HMR 13 would therefore preclude
the use of these routes by helicopters in IMC and when the weather would require
flying at a lower altitude than 2,000 ft. Additional development within HMR 3, HMR 4
and HMR 13 would further restrict the use of these routes.

Sensitivity of receptor
8.7.36

Significance of effect
8.7.37

8.7.32

Dudgeon Offshore Wind Farm coincides with the 2 NM buffer for HMR 4, and
Hornsea Project One coincides with HMR 3. There are no other Tier 1 offshore wind
farm developments identified which would directly affect HMR 3, HMR 4 and HMR
13. HMR 13 is only affected by Project Two (see Figure 8.15).

8.7.33

According to the information available (see Volume 4, Annex 4.5.1: Cumulative
Effects Screening Note), the Project Two operational and maintenance phase would
coincide with the operational and maintenance phases for Dudgeon and Project One.
The presence of the Dudgeon would reduce the ability of helicopters to use HMR 4 in
certain weather conditions. The Project One development would effectively increase
the total areas of airspace through which a helicopter is required to fly at height and
therefore, in certain weather conditions, may be required to divert to using HMR 3
and HMR 4. This would result in an increased use of HMR 3 and HMR 4 already
affected by the Project Two development.

The Tier 1 cumulative effect is considered to be of minor adverse significance, which
is not significant in EIA terms.
Tier 2 assessment

Tier 1 assessment
Magnitude of impact

The sensitivity of the HMR as the receptor is assessed as low due to the fact the
HMRs will continue to be flown in VFR but, when being used in IMC and the weather
requires flight below 2,000ft, an obstacle free route is required. The obstacle free
route is available as a deviation around Subzone 2 (see Figure 8.8).

8.7.38
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There are no additional Tier 2 developments identified that coincide with HMR 3,
HMR 4 and HMR 13. The assessment for Tier 2 therefore remains as for Tier 1
above.

Figure 8.15

CIA of Project Two and other developments which have the potential to impact on HMR 3, HMR 4 and HMR 13.
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The physical presence of Project Two wind turbines and associated infrastructure,
alongside other projects/plans, may form an aerial obstruction resulting in disruption to
cross-zone transit helicopter traffic.

8.7.44

The maximum distance across both Subzone 1 and Subzone 2 on a diagonal axis
(south-west to north east) is the same as for Subzone 2 on its own and therefore is
not shown on Figure 8.16.

8.7.39

8.7.45

The frequency of this impact occurring is based upon the level of cross-zone transit
traffic, which is considered to take place on a regular basis given the location of
HMR 3, HMR 4 and HMR 13 and the gas platforms in the area. However no
helicopter track data is currently available to determine exact flight frequency. The
duration of impact will be the time taken to climb/descend the additional 500 ft. to
2,000 ft. (inbound) or 2,500 ft. (outbound) (which is required for crossing Subzone 2
alone), and then the time spent at a greater altitude above Subzone 1 and Subzone 2
which would only increase for journeys crossing on a west to east or north-west to
south-east direction – both considered less likely than other routes to occur.

8.7.46

The frequency of this impact occurring is based on the level of cross-zone transit.
Given the general nature of the southern North Sea gas reserves it is expected that
such movements will increase in the short term, with a more gradual decline in the
long term.

8.7.47

There are no other Tier 1 developments directly adjacent to Subzone 2 which would
increase the cross-zone transit area already affected by Project Two.

8.7.48

The impact is predicted to be of local spatial extent, long term duration, continuous
and high reversibility. It is predicted that the impact will affect the receptor directly.
The magnitude is therefore, considered to be medium.

This assessment relates to those flights not flying along designated HMRs, which are
assessed separately. Helicopters transiting Subzone 2 will be required to fly 1,000 ft.
higher than the wind farm. Consultation meetings have advised that most helicopter
operators choose to fly in IFR conditions in all weather. A typical MSA of 1,500 ft. is
therefore flown to allow for 1,000 ft. clearance of transiting vessels. The proposed
maximum height of Project Two turbines will be 276 m (906 ft.). The present MSA of
1,500 ft. will therefore be required to be raised to 1,906 ft. (906 ft. plus 1,000 ft.
clearance). Due to the fact that helicopters are height banded in the southern North
Sea at 500 ft. intervals, this would equate to a required MSA of 2,000 ft. (inbound)
and 2,500 ft. (outbound). This amounts to an additional 500 ft. climb and descent
required per journey.
Tier 1 assessment
Magnitude of impact

8.7.40

Subzone 1 of Hornsea Project One is adjacent to Subzone 2. The proposed
maximum height of the Subzone 1 turbines will be 200 m (700 ft.). The present MSA
of 1,500 ft. will therefore be required to be raised to 1,700 ft. (700 ft. plus 1,000 ft.
clearance). Due to the fact that helicopters are height banded in the southern North
Sea at 500 ft. intervals this would equate to a required MSA of 2,000 ft. (inbound) and
2,500 ft. (outbound). This amounts to an additional 500 ft. climb and descent required
per journey over Subzone 1, as for Subzone 2. Helicopters transiting the Subzone 1
and Subzone 2 combined area will therefore be required to fly 500 ft. higher to
maintain the required 1,000 ft. clearance over both wind farms.

8.7.41

The maximum flight path distances across both Subzone 1 and Subzone 2 are shown
in Figure 8.16. The maximum flight path across Subzone 1 and Subzone 2 on an
approximately north-south axis is the same distance as for Subzone 2 on its own, and
therefore is not shown on Figure 8.16.

8.7.42

The maximum distance across both Subzone 1 and Subzone 2 on an east-west axis
is 51.03 km (27.54 NM). This is 4.19 NM greater than for Subzone 2 on its own. This
could potentially relate to a journey from the two closest platforms, Babbage platform
to Chiswick platform, for example, however this would only be expected if the
platforms were operated by the same operator which in this instance is not the case.

8.7.43

Sensitivity of receptor
8.7.49

It is likely that a substantial number of ‘off-route’ helicopter flights would transit over
Subzone 2. Cross-zone transit flights can be flown in visual conditions (i.e., in
weather conditions in which pilots will be able to see and avoid obstructions) or in
IMC when the icing level is high enough). In these weather conditions, helicopters
would transit at higher altitudes to cross above both Subzone 1 of Hornsea Project
One and Subzone 2. Should weather conditions exist whereby either VFR or IFR
transits cannot be undertaken above Subzone 2, helicopters would reroute to use the
HMR network. Given the ability of helicopters to fly at a higher altitude and adapt to
an increased MSA, the sensitivity of this receptor is considered to be low.
Significance of effect

8.7.50

The maximum distance across both Subzone 1 and Subzone 2 on a diagonal axis
(north-west to south-east) is 55.55 km (29.97 NM). This could relate to a journey
between platforms such as Babbage and Cutter, though again this is considered
unlikely unless operated by the same operator, which is not the case.
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The Tier 1 cumulative effect will therefore be of minor adverse significance which is
not significant in EIA terms.

Figure 8.16

Off route traffic analysis – Project Two and Project One.
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Tier 2 assessment
8.7.51

There are no additional Tier 2 developments directly adjacent to Subzone 2 which
would increase the cross-zone transit area already affected by Project Two. The
assessment for Tier 2 therefore remains as for Tier 1 above.

Helicopter hoist operations on Project Two, alongside those of other projects/plans,
may form an aerial obstruction resulting in an impact upon cross-zone transit helicopter
flights.
8.7.52

The majority of flights from Norwich/North Denes (Great Yarmouth) airports fly direct
to oil and gas installations and do not use HMRs unless in IMC. Helicopters transiting
through the Subzone 2 development will be required to fly 1,000 ft. higher than the
wind farm which will cause the present MSA of 1,500 ft. and to be raised to 1,906 ft.
which due to the fact the flights are height banded in the southern North Sea by
500 ft., this equates to an MSA of 2,000 ft. (inbound) and 2,500 ft. (outbound). In
addition, the helicopters will be required to fly 1,000 ft. higher than the actual
helicopters performing hoist operations. Hoist operations will occur predominantly
within an altitude of 500 ft. of the turbines. When operations are within 90 ft. of the
turbines no additional height gain will be required. When operating between 90 ft. and
500 ft. above the turbines a higher MSA of 2,500 ft. (outbound) and 3,000 ft.(inbound)
may be required.

8.7.55

The presence of Project Two, with a greater turbine blade tip height, reduces this
buffer from 300 ft. to 90 ft. and therefore in more instances a higher MSA of 2,500 ft.
and 3,000 ft. will be required. In addition there is a greater area occupied by the two
projects which will affect the duration of the impact.

8.7.56

There are no other Tier 1 developments directly adjacent to Subzone 2 which would
impact cross-zone transit helicopter flights from helicopter hoist operations.

8.7.57

The frequency of this impact to occur is based on the level of cross-zone transit.
Given the general nature of the southern North Sea gas reserves it is expected that
such movements will increase in the short term with a more gradual decline in the
long term.

8.7.58

The impact is predicted to be of local spatial extent, long term duration, continuous
and high reversibility. It is predicted that the impact will affect the receptor directly.
The magnitude is therefore, considered to be medium.
Sensitivity of receptor

8.7.59

Tier 1 assessment.
Magnitude of impact
8.7.53

8.7.54

Subzone 1 of Hornsea Project One is adjacent to Subzone 2. Helicopters transiting
the Subzone 1 and Subzone 2 combined area will be required to fly at a higher
altitude. The maximum height of Project Two turbines is 276 m LAT (906 ft.), and the
maximum height of Project One turbines is 200 m (700 ft.). In order to maintain a
1,000 ft. clearance, helicopters will be required to fly at an MSA of 1,906 ft. and
1,700 ft., for Project Two and Project One respectively. Due to the fact that flights are
height banded in the southern North Sea at 500 ft. intervals this equates to a 2,000 ft.
MSA (inbound) and 2,500 ft. MSA (outbound), which is the same for both Project One
and Project Two.

It is likely that a substantial number of ‘off-route’ helicopter flights would transit
through Subzone 2. Cross-zone transit flights can be flown in visual conditions (i.e., in
weather conditions in which pilots will be able to see and avoid obstructions) or in
IMC when the icing level is high enough). In these weather conditions, helicopters
would transit at higher altitudes to cross above both Subzone 1 and Subzone 2.
Should weather conditions exist whereby either VFR or IFR transits cannot be
undertaken above Subzone 2, helicopters would reroute to use the HMR network.
Given the ability of helicopters to fly at a higher altitude and adapt to an increased
MSA, the sensitivity of this receptor is considered to be low.
Significance of effect

8.7.60

The Tier 1 cumulative effect will therefore be of minor adverse significance which is
not significant in EIA terms.
Tier 2 assessment

8.7.61

The helicopter hoist operations may further raise this MSA by the height difference of
the helicopter performing hoist operations from the turbine blade tip. This will be
limited in magnitude for Project One, due to the buffer effectively provided by height
banding the helicopters. For Project One, hoist operations will occur predominantly
within 500 ft. of the turbines. When operations are within 300 ft. of the Project One
turbines no additional height gain will be required (700 ft. turbines plus 300 ft.). When
operating between 300 ft. and 500 ft. above the Project One turbines, an MSA of
2,500 ft. and 3,000 ft. may be required.
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There are no additional Tier 2 developments directly adjacent to Subzone 2 which
would increase the cross-zone transit area already affected by Project Two. The
assessment for Tier 2 therefore remains as for Tier 1 above.

The presence of Project Two wind turbines and associated infrastructure, alongside
other projects/plans, in helicopter operational airspace, will form a physical obstruction
and may affect helicopter access to the Mimas platform, disrupting helicopter
operations.

8.7.67

When conducting an instrument approach procedure a helicopter must maintain a
1,000 ft. clearance from all obstacles as it lines up its final descent, and a 1 NM
separation from all radar contacts. If it is assumed that an acceptable rate of descent
is 3°, then this means that the minimum distance that a 276 m high turbine can be
constructed from a platform is 8 NM (6 NM for descent plus 1 NM for MAP, plus 1 NM
for horizontal separation from the wind turbines) before instrument approaches may
become restricted. For the purposes of this assessment, it is considered therefore
that the final approach of an instrument approach procedure will commence at a
distance of 7 NM from a platform (6 NM descent plus 1 NM for MAP), and that there
will then be a buffer of 1 NM around Subzone 2 and Subzone 1 to maintain a 1 NM
separation from all radar contacts.

8.7.68

Due to the installation of wind turbines in Subzone 1 and Subzone 2 a volume of
airspace would be considered unavailable for instrument approach procedures to the
Mimas platform in certain weather conditions during high altitude access under
instrument approaches. Based on a final approach distance of 7 NM and a 1 NM
buffer around Subzone 1 and Subzone 2, it is estimated that 238° surrounding the
Mimas platform would remain available for instrument approach procedures and any
Missed Approach Procedures (MAP). This is 72° less than for Subzone 2 alone. This
is assumed as a worst case as it is known through consultation that out of wind
instrument approaches are, in certain weather conditions, a viable option. It is
understood that a helicopter can fly 30° – 40° out of wind, in certain conditions. If an
instrument approach is into wind over a restricted area, the approach could be made
up to 30o out of wind which would greatly reduce the restricted area.

8.7.69

The potential number of instrument approach procedures to the identified platforms
that will likely be affected by both Subzone 1 and Subzone 2 have been assessed in
Volume 5, Annex 5.8.1: Aviation, Military and Communications Technical Report,
assuming the worst case restricted areas.

8.7.70

Instrument approaches to the Mimas platform are only estimated to be required on
approximately 55 days per year. The total number of days on which instrument
approach flights may be restricted over the year as a result of Project One and
Project Two is assessed to be 22 days. It should be noted that under certain weather
conditions flights may be restricted irrespective of Project One and Project Two.
These restrictions have not been taken into account in this assessment.

8.7.71

No other Tier 1 developments have been identified in the 9 NM consultation zone of
the Mimas platform which is already affected by Project One and Project Two.

8.7.72

The impact is predicted to be of local spatial extent, long term duration, intermittent
and high reversibility. It is predicted that the impact will affect the receptor directly.
The magnitude is therefore, considered to be low.

Tier 1 assessment
Magnitude of impact
8.7.62

Subzone 2, in combination with Subzone 1 of Hornsea Project One, extends into the
9 NM consultation zone established surrounding the Mimas platform as per CAA CAP
764. Instrument approach procedures to the Mimas platform will be limited by the
presence of Subzone 1 and Subzone 2 in combination as depicted in Figure 8.17.

8.7.63

From consultation with the oil and gas operator of the Mimas platform
(ConocoPhillips) and Bristow Helicopters (who fly to this platform on behalf of
ConocoPhillips), it is understood that helicopter access to this platform is conducted
visually through low flying shuttling (500 ft.) from the ConocoPhillips Viking and Loggs
platforms. These platforms are located approximately 20 NM southeast of the Mimas
platform. Consultation with ConocoPhillips indicates that the access arrangements for
the normally unmanned installation (NUI) Mimas platform includes maintenance
periods of three weeks, up to twice a year usually between the months of March and
October.

8.7.64

If high altitude access is required during normal weather conditions, flights can be
flown visually where approaches will be conducted under VFR. This requires an inflight visibility of 1.5 km (0.8 NM) (CAP 393, CAA, 2014). This distance plus a 1 NM
buffer around Subzone 2 to avoid radar contacts (1.8 NM), is less than the distance
of Mimas platform from Subzone 2 (4.8 NM) or Subzone 1 (4.3 NM). No flights flown
in VFR to the Mimas platform will therefore be affected by wind turbines within
Subzone 1 or Subzone 2.

8.7.65

8.7.66

Given the typical maintenance programme for the Mimas platform and helicopter
access arrangements, the only times that access is likely to be restricted will be either
during maintenance periods when weather conditions require instrument approaches
or during operational emergencies when flights are required direct to the platform at
high altitude and under IMC. Instrument approach procedures will be restricted in
certain weather conditions by the presence of both Subzone 1 and Subzone 2 as
depicted in Figure 8.17.
It should be noted that the Saturn platform is sister platform to the Mimas platform
and flights may shuttle between the two platforms. However Subzone 2 is not within
the 9 NM consultation zone of the Saturn platform, and therefore the constrained
approach area resulting from Project One is not shown in Figure 8.17. The Saturn
platform will be affected by the Project One development, but as it is not affected by
Project Two it is not considered in the CIA for Project Two.
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Figure 8.17

Cumulative constrained approach areas from Project One and Project Two in combination.
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Sensitivity of receptor
8.7.73

The operational preference for accessing the Mimas platform during routine
maintenance is to shuttle from the Viking and Loggs platforms. Therefore the flights
will, as far as practical, be conducted in visual conditions. In the event this is not
possible and instrument approaches are required, there are only a small percentage
of flights in certain weather conditions that will be restricted. From consultation it is
known that the Mimas platform typically only requires access for two periods of 21
days (total of 42 days per year). There may be the requirement during operational
emergencies when flights are required in IMC and for these scenarios the sensitivity
of helicopter access to the Mimas platforms has been assessed as medium.

8.7.78

Due to flights coming from long distance locations (Norwich Airport), high altitude
access is required. During normal weather conditions, flights can be flown visually
which requires an in-flight visibility of 1.5 km (0.8 NM) (CAP 393, CAA, 2014). This
distance plus a 1 NM buffer around Subzone 2/Subzone 1 to avoid radar contacts
(1.8 NM), is less than the distance of Schooner A platform from Subzone 2 (3.96 NM)
or Subzone 1 (6.21 NM). No VFR operations to Schooner A will therefore be affected
by wind turbines within Subzone 1 or Subzone 2.

8.7.79

When there is a requirement to access the Schooner A platform in IMC, instrument
approaches may be conducted. Paragraph 8.6.60 describes an instrument approach.

8.7.80

Due to the installation of wind turbines in Subzone 1 and Subzone 2, a volume of
airspace would be considered unavailable for instrument approach procedures to the
Schooner A platform in certain weather conditions during high altitude access under
instrument approaches. Based on a final approach distance of 7 NM and a 1 NM
buffer around Subzone 1 and Subzone 2, it is estimated that 272° surrounding the
Schooner A platform would remain available for instrument approach procedures and
any MAP. The potential restricted area is shown in Figure 8.17. This is only 7° less
than for Subzone 2 alone. This is assumed as a worst case as it is known through
consultation that out of wind instrument approaches are, in certain weather
conditions, a viable option. If an instrument approach is into wind over a restricted
area, it is understood that in certain conditions the approach could be made up to 30o
out of wind which would greatly reduce (and potentially remove) the restricted area.

8.7.81

The potential number of instrument approach procedures to the identified platforms
that are likely to be affected by Subzone 2 have been assessed assuming the worst
case restricted areas (see Volume 5, Annex 5.8.1: Aviation, Military and
Communications Technical Report).

8.7.82

Instrument approaches to the Schooner A platform are only estimated to be required
on approximately 55 days per year. The total number of days over the year on which
instrument approaches may be restricted to the Schooner A platform as a result of
Project One and Project Two is assessed to be 8.8 days, which despite the very
minor change in restricted airspace corresponds to the same number of days as
Project Two alone. It should be noted that under certain weather conditions, flights
may be restricted irrespective of Project One and Project Two. These restricted flights
have not been taken into account in this assessment.

8.7.83

No other Tier 1 developments have been identified in the 9 NM consultation zone of
the Schooner A platform which is already affected by Project One and Project Two.

8.7.84

The impact is predicted to be of local spatial extent, long term duration, intermittent
and high reversibility. It is predicted that the impact will affect the receptor directly.
The magnitude is therefore, considered to be negligible.

Significance of effect
8.7.74

The Tier 1 cumulative effect will be of minor adverse significance on the Mimas
platform which is not significant in EIA terms.
Tier 2 assessment

8.7.75

There are no additional Tier 2 developments within the 9 NM consultation zone of the
Mimas platform. The assessment for Tier 2 therefore remains as for Tier 1 above.

The presence of Project Two wind turbines and associated infrastructure, alongside
other projects/plans, in helicopter operational airspace, will form a physical obstruction
and may affect helicopter access to the Schooner A platform, disrupting helicopter
operations.
Tier 1 assessment
Magnitude of impact
8.7.76

The Subzone 2 boundary and Subzone 1 boundary of Hornsea Project One extends
into the 9 NM consultation zones established around the Schooner A platform as per
CAA CAP 764.

8.7.77

From consultation with the helicopter operator, NHV Helicopters, who fly to the
Schooner A platform on behalf of Tullow Oil, a rolling maintenance program of two
weeks on and three weeks off occurs where regular helicopter access is used to
transfer operational and maintenance personnel to the platform from Norwich Airport.
During this two week attendance of personnel upon the normally unmanned platform,
there are typically two flights per day, one in the morning to deliver personnel to
platform and one in the evening to take personnel from the platform.
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Sensitivity of receptor
8.7.85

Flights to the Schooner A platform will usually be conducted in visual conditions. In
IMC conditions when instrument approaches are required there are only a very small
percentage of flights in certain weather conditions that may be restricted. From
consultation with NHV Helicopters it is understood that flights occur typically 100 days
evenly throughout the year. The sensitivity of any restrictions has been assessed as
medium sensitivity.

The presence of Project Two wind turbines and associated infrastructure, alongside
other projects/plans, may form a physical obstruction affecting instrument approach
procedures to the Babbage, Schooner A and Mimas platforms, potentially affecting
helicopter emergency evacuation procedures.
8.7.92

The potential restrictions on helicopter operations during instrument approach
procedures to oil and gas platforms may affect the platform installation operators’
regulatory requirements with regard to the use of helicopters within platform
emergency evacuation scenarios. Such an affect would in turn affect the integrity of
offshore platforms’ safety cases and emergency procedures.

8.7.93
The Tier 1 cumulative effect will be of minor adverse significance which is not
significant in EIA terms.

No other developments have been identified in the 9 NM consultation zone of the
Babbage platform, which is already affected by Project Two, therefore this platform
has been scoped out of the cumulative assessment.

Tier 2 assessment

Tier 1 assessment

There are no additional Tier 2 developments within the 9 NM consultation zone of the
Schooner A platform. The assessment for Tier 2 therefore remains as for Tier 1
above.

Magnitude of impact

Significance of effect
8.7.86

8.7.87

8.7.94

Emergency scenarios include the use of helicopters to facilitate installation
evacuation and medical evacuation procedures. Under normal operations, the
number of days where instrument approaches may be affected to the Schooner A
platform is the same for Project Two alone as for Project One and Project Two
combined, at 8.8 days. For the Mimas platform it is increased from 6.8 days (Project
Two alone) to 22 days (Project One and Project Two combined).

8.7.95

For emergency evacuation procedures, helicopters may reduce the required distance
for an instrument approach which is assessed on a case by case basis.

8.7.96

No other Tier 1 developments have been identified in the 9 NM consultation zones of
the Schooner A platform or the Mimas platform, which are already affected by Project
One and Project Two.

8.7.97

The impact is predicted to be of local spatial extent, long term duration, intermittent
and high reversibility. It is predicted that the impact will affect the receptor directly.
The magnitude is therefore, considered to be negligible.

The presence of Project Two wind turbines and associated infrastructure, alongside
other projects/plans, in helicopter operational airspace, will form a physical obstruction
and may affect helicopter access to the Babbage platform, disrupting helicopter
operations.
Tier 1 assessment
Magnitude of assessment
8.7.88

No other developments have been identified in the 9 NM consultation zone of the
Babbage platform, which is already affected by Project Two (see Figure 8.17). The
cumulative magnitude is therefore, no change.
Sensitivity of receptor

8.7.89

The sensitivity of the receptor has not been assessed as there is no impact.
Sensitivity of receptor
Significance of effect
8.7.98

8.7.90

8.7.91

The Tier 1 cumulative effect is no impact.

The sensitivity of the receptor is high given the importance of any potential
requirement to carry out emergency evacuation operations.

Tier 2 assessment

Significance of effect

There are no additional Tier 2 developments within the 9 NM consultation zone of the
Babbage platform. The assessment for Tier 2 therefore remains as for Tier 1 above.

8.7.99
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The Tier 1 cumulative effect will therefore be of minor adverse significance which is
not significant in EIA terms.

Tier 2 assessment
8.7.100 There are no additional Tier 2 developments within the 9 NM consultation zones of
the Schooner A and Mimas platforms. The assessment for Tier 2 therefore remains
as for Tier 1 above.
The physical presence of Project Two wind turbines and associated infrastructure,
alongside other projects/plans, will form an aerial obstruction and may disrupt Missed
Approach Procedures (MAP) from Schooner A, Mimas and Babbage platforms when
required under an instrument approach.
Tier 1 assessment
Magnitude of impact
8.7.101 Both Subzone 1 of Hornsea Project One and Subzone 2 extend into the 9 NM
consultation zones established around the Schooner A and Mimas platforms, as per
CAA CAP 764. Only Subzone 2 extends into the 9 NM consultation zone for the
Babbage platform, and therefore this platform is scoped out of the CIA. Given the
proximity of Subzone 1 and Subzone 2 to the Schooner A and Mimas platforms, there
is the potential for MAP to these platforms to be affected.
8.7.102 As seen from the assessment of impact upon instrument approaches to these
platforms (paragraphs 8.7.64 to 8.7.93), a volume of airspace will be restricted to the
MAP given the location of the wind farms and condition of the helicopter when
activating a MAP. After instigating a MAP, a helicopter ascent will be based on the
technical capabilities of the aircraft, however CAP 764 mentions this ascent could be
as low as 1° or 2°. Considering that the helicopter may choose to fly in either
direction out of wind, and as according to procedure a helicopter will fly 45° out of
wind at 0.75 NM from the platform, a MAP will only be restricted if the cumulative
volume of airspace that is restricted by both Subzone 1 and Subzone 2 is greater
than 90°.

8.7.106 The impact is predicted to be of local spatial extent, long term duration, intermittent
and high reversibility. It is predicted that the impact will affect the receptor directly.
The magnitude is therefore, considered to be low.
Sensitivity
8.7.107 The operational preference for accessing the Mimas platform during routine
maintenance is to shuttle from the Viking and Loggs platforms, therefore the flights
will as far as practical be conducted in visual conditions. In the event this is not
possible and instrument approach is required, there are only a small percentage of
flights in certain weather conditions that will be restricted, thus a small number of
instrument approaches where a MAP could be activated. From consultation it is
known that the Mimas platform typically only requires access for two periods of 21
days (total of 42 days per year). There may be the requirement during operational
emergencies when flights are required in IMC using instrument approaches where a
MAP could be activated and for these scenarios the sensitivity of helicopter access to
the Mimas platform has been assessed as medium.
Significance of effect
8.7.108 The cumulative impact of installed wind turbines from Subzone 1 and Subzone 2
upon helicopter operational airspace may form a physical obstruction and have an
impact upon MAP to the Mimas platform, disrupting offshore helicopter operations.
The effect will be of minor adverse significance which is not significant in EIA terms.
Tier 2 assessment
8.7.109 There are no additional Tier 2 developments within the 9 NM consultation zones of
the Schooner A and Mimas platforms. The assessment for Tier 2 therefore remains
as for Tier 1 above.

8.7.103 The volume of restricted airspace for the Schooner A platform due to the presence of
both Subzone 1 and Subzone 2 is less than 90° and therefore in all wind directions a
MAP can be conducted from this platform. The Schooner A platform is therefore not
considered further under this impact.
8.7.104 The volume of restricted airspace for the Mimas platform due to the presence of both
Subzone 1 and Subzone 2 is 122° which means that the equivalent wind direction to
a 32° sector MAP may be restricted. Assuming that MAP will only be required on an
instrument approach which occurs for 15% the time, this equates to 22 days a year
when MAP may be restricted to the Mimas platform.
8.7.105 No other Tier 1 developments have been identified within the 9 NM consultation
zones of the Schooner A and Mimas platforms which are already affected by Project
One and Project Two.
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The physical presence of Project Two wind turbines, alongside other projects/plans,
may disrupt radar coverage of NATS Claxby and Cromer PSRs.
8.7.110 The CIA for NATS radar is based on a qualitative discussion of other offshore wind
farm projects which have the potential to affect NATS radar.
Tier 1 assessment
Magnitude of impact
8.7.111 Other projects which are likely to have the potential to be detected by the Claxby
PSR include:


Hornsea Project One;



Teeside;



Westermost Rough;



Sheringham Shoal;



Race Bank;



Triton Knoll;



Dudgeon;



Humber Gateway;



Lincs; and



Lynn and Inner Dowsing.

8.7.112 These wind farms have been included in the CIA as they are in open sea areas and
fall within the area that was assessed during the Subzone 2 assessment to be within
the operational range of that radar (Volume 5, Annex 5.8.1: Aviation, Military and
Communication Technical Report). Not all wind farms that are in the actual
operational range of the radars are included in the CIA as they are not likely to be
detected, as shown by the detection range in the assessment, due primarily to the
curvature of the earth.
8.7.113 The potential also exists that the Cromer PSR will detect a number of offshore wind
farms in the Greater Wash area:


Hornsea Project One;



East Anglia One;



East Anglia Three;



Sheringham Shoal;



Race Bank;



Triton Knoll;



Dudgeon;



Humber Gateway;



Lincs;



Lynn and Inner Dowsing; and



Scroby Sands.

8.7.114 If detectable and unmitigated, the combined impact of all of above projects will have
the potential to add to cumulative radar clutter and possibly an increase in the signal
processing demands of the PSR systems. The possibility exists however, that some
existing offshore and onshore sites (the latter which are not included in this
assessment) within the coverage of the Claxby and Cromer PSRs may already be
managed operationally due to their relatively small size and therefore not contribute
to the cumulative impact. The impact is predicted to be of regional spatial extent,
long term duration, continuous and high reversibility. It is predicted that the impact
will affect the receptor directly. The magnitude is therefore, considered to be low.
Sensitivity of receptor
8.7.115 NATS PSRs are of high importance for the provision of safe and expeditious air traffic
services. Whilst they are susceptible to the effects from wind turbines they have the
technical capacity to adapt to some degree. The sensitivity of NATS PSRs is
considered to be medium.
Significance of effect
8.7.116 The magnitude has been assessed as low and the sensitivity of the receptor as
medium. The significance of effect is therefore, assessed to be minor adverse,
which is not significant in EIA terms.
Tier 2 assessment
8.7.117 No additional Tier 2 offshore wind farm developments have been identified as having
the potential to be detected by the NATS Claxby and Cromer PSRs. The assessment
for Tier 2 therefore remains as for Tier 1 above.
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The physical presence of Project Two wind turbines, alongside other projects/plans,
may disrupt radar coverage of Military Air Defence Radar whose operational range
overlaps Subzone 2.
8.7.118 The CIA upon Military Air Defence radar is based on a qualitative discussion of other
offshore wind farm projects which have the potential to affect Military Air Defence
radar, and consultation advice from the MOD.
Tier 1 assessment
Magnitude of impact
8.7.119 The wind turbines of the adjacent Hornsea Project One development are not
anticipated to be routinely detectable by the MOD ASACS ADRs at Staxton Wold and
Trimingham and are therefore unlikely to contribute to any cumulative impact with
Subzone 2 wind turbines on these radars. However, the proximity of other offshore
wind farms indicates that there is the potential for cumulative impact.



Lincs;



Lynn and Inner Dowsing; and



Scroby Sands.

8.7.122 If unmitigated, all of the above projects will have the potential to add to cumulative
radar clutter and possibly an increase in the signal processing demands of the radar.
8.7.123 It should be noted that a regional solution is under implementation for existing
offshore wind farms in the Greater Wash area in consultation with the MOD.
8.7.124 A TPS-77 ADR is in operation at the Trimingham site and another is currently
completing commissioning trials at the Staxton Wold site to resolve the cumulative
impact of wind farms in the Greater Wash area.
8.7.125 The impact is predicted to be of national spatial extent, long term duration,
continuous and high reversibility. It is predicted that the impact will affect the
receptor directly. The magnitude is considered to be medium.

8.7.120 The Tier 1 projects considered likely to be detected by the Staxton Wold ADR include
the following wind farms:

Sensitivity of receptor



Teeside;



Westermost Rough;



Sheringham Shoal;



Race Bank;



Triton Knoll;



Dudgeon;

8.7.126 Military Air Defence radars are used to protect the security interests of the UK. Their
programmes will have a certain level of ability to accommodate wind turbine
infrastructure. As part of the pre-application consultation process for Hornsea Project
Two, SMart Wind issued the details of the project to the safeguarding team at the
Defence Infrastructure Organisation within the MOD. In response to this consultation,
the safeguarding team concluded that the MOD has no concerns with the Project
Two proposals, based on an assessment of 360 wind turbines with a maximum tip
height of 276 m and maximum rotor diameter of 250 m (see Table 8.4).



Humber Gateway;

8.7.127 The sensitivity of the receptor is considered to be low.



Lincs; and



Lynn and Inner Dowsing.

8.7.121 In addition, the potential exists that the Trimingham ADR will detect several additional
offshore wind farms. These are likely to include:


East Anglia One;



East Anglia Three;



Sheringham Shoal;



Race Bank;



Triton Knoll;



Dudgeon;



Humber Gateway;

Significance of effect
8.7.128 The overall effect is assessed to be of minor adverse significance, which is not
significant in EIA terms.
Tier 2 assessment
8.7.129 No additional Tier 2 offshore wind farm developments have been identified as having
the potential to be detected by the MOD ASACS ADRs at Staxton Wold and
Trimingham. The assessment for Tier 2 therefore remains as for Tier 1 above.
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The physical presence of Project Two wind turbines and associated infrastructure,
alongside other projects/plans, may cause an obstruction to Search and Rescue (SAR)
helicopter operations.
Tier 1 assessment

Tier 2 assessment
8.7.135 No additional Tier 2 developments have been identified as having the potential cause
an obstruction to Search and Rescue (SAR) helicopter operations already affected by
Subzone 2. The assessment for Tier 2 therefore remains as for Tier 1 above.

Magnitude of impact
8.7.130 Both military and civil SAR operations could be affected by the presence of wind
turbines within Subzone 2 and Subzone 1 of Hornsea Project One if a SAR operation
was required within or close to the Subzone 2 and Subzone 1 footprints. When on an
operational mission, SAR aircraft are not constrained by the normal rules of the air
and operate in accordance with their AOC. This allows them total flexibility to
manoeuvre using the pilot's best judgement. The pilot can therefore penetrate the
wind farm and is not prevented from entry to this area. The impact of the actual layout
of the wind turbines within Subzone 1 and Subzone 2 on SAR has been assessed in
Chapter 7: Shipping and navigation. The frequency of both air and sea SAR events in
the area and the potential for an increase in incidents requiring SAR is also assessed
in Chapter 7: Shipping and navigation. The assessment identified the potential for a
small increase in incidents to arise due to the presence of Project Two and Project
One. However the assessment also identified that there would be an increase in
emergency response capability in the area due to the presence of Project Two and
Project One. The localised emergency response capability would be able to assist in
SAR within Subzone 2 and Subzone 1.
8.7.131 No other Tier 1 developments have been identified within the vicinity of Subzone 2
with the potential to cause an obstruction to SAR activities already affected by
Subzone 2.

Future monitoring (operation and maintenance phase)
8.7.136 No specific monitoring requirements have been identified for the operation and
maintenance phase in relation to cumulative impacts on aviation, military and
communications.
Decommissioning phase
8.7.137 The cumulative impacts of the decommissioning phase of Project Two upon aviation,
military and communication receptors have been assessed. The effects upon aviation
military and communication receptors arising from the decommissioning of Project
Two and other developments are listed in Table 8.12 along with the Design Envelope
parameters against which each decommissioning phase impact has been assessed.
Project Two cable removal activity and associated vessel movements along the cable
route corridor, alongside other projects/plans, may interfere with operations within MOD
Danger Areas.
8.7.138 Donna Nook Danger Area (D307) is located within the cable route corridor at landfall.
Live firing, bombing and demolition activities occur in this area. In the event any other
development is undertaken or operational in the Donna Nook Danger Area at the
same time that Project Two is decommissioned, there is the potential for cumulative
impacts to arise.

8.7.132 The magnitude of impact is predicted to be of local spatial extent, long term duration,
continuous and high reversibility. It is predicted that the impact will affect the
receptor directly. The magnitude is therefore considered to be low.
Sensitivity of receptor
8.7.133 While the SAR operations are of extreme importance, the sensitivity of the SAR
helicopter can be considered to be medium due to their adaptability to the
environment in which they operate, as they are not constrained by the normal rules of
the air.
Significance of effect
8.7.134 The physical presence of Subzone 2 wind turbines and associated infrastructure
alongside that of Hornsea Project One may obstruct SAR helicopter operations. The
effect is assessed to be of minor adverse significance, which is not significant in EIA
terms.

Tier 1 assessment
Magnitude of impact
8.7.139 The Hornsea Project One development has been identified as potentially having a
decommissioning period that overlaps with Project Two. There is therefore the
potential that decommissioning activities from the two projects may overlap
temporally and spatially within the Donna Nook Danger Area.
8.7.140 Existing/ongoing activity within the Donna Nook Danger Area includes commercial
fishing activity (see Chapter 6: Commercial Fisheries, Figure 6.5) and other vessel
traffic (see Chapter 7: Shipping and Navigation, Figure 7.13).
8.7.141 The cumulative impact from Hornsea Project One and Project Two, in addition to
ongoing vessel-based activities, on operations within the Donna Nook Danger Area,
is predicted to be of local spatial extent, short term duration, continuous and
reversible. It is predicted that the impact will affect the receptor directly. The
magnitude is therefore, considered to be low.
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Sensitivity of receptor
8.7.142 Due to the nature of the operations undertaken at area D307, the sensitivity of the
Donna Nook Danger Area is considered to be high.
Significance of effect
8.7.143 The Project Two cable removal activity and associated vessel movements along the
cable route corridor during decommissioning, alongside those of Hornsea Project
One and ongoing vessel-based activities, may interfere with operations within MOD
Danger Areas. The Tier 1 cumulative effect will be of minor adverse significance
which is not significant in EIA terms.

Sensitivity of receptor
8.7.148 The sensitivity of helicopters using the HMR (as the receptor) is assessed as low due
to the fact that in VFR, the helicopter will continue to fly the HMRs irrespective of
Subzone 2. When helicopters are using the HMRs in IMC and the weather requires
flight below 2,000 ft., sensitivity increases as an obstacle free route is required. The
obstacle free route is however available as a deviation around Subzone 2 (see Figure
8.8).
Significance of effect
8.7.149 The Tier 1 cumulative effect is considered to be of minor adverse significance, which
is not significant in EIA terms.

Tier 2 assessment
Tier 2 assessment
8.7.144 There are no additional Tier 2 developments identified that overlap with the Donna
Nook Danger Area during the decommissioning phase for Project Two. The
assessment for Tier 2 therefore remains as for Tier 1 above.
The physical presence of partially dismantled Project Two wind turbines and associated
infrastructure in helicopter operational airspace, alongside other projects/plans sharing
the same operational airspace, may form an aerial obstruction resulting in disruption to
HMR 3, HMR 4 and HMR 13.
Tier 1 assessment

8.7.150 There are no additional Tier 2 developments identified that coincide with HMR 3,
HMR 4 and HMR 13. The assessment for Tier 2 therefore remains as for Tier 1
above.
Future monitoring (decommissioning phase)
8.7.151 No specific monitoring requirements have been identified for the decommissioning
phase in relation to cumulative impacts on aviation, military and communications.

Magnitude of impact
8.7.145 Dudgeon Offshore Wind Farm coincides with the 2 NM buffer for HMR 4, and
Hornsea Project One coincides with HMR 3. There are no other Tier 1 offshore wind
farm developments identified which would directly affect HMR 3, HMR 4 and
HMR 13. HMR 13 is only affected by Project Two (see Figure 8.15).

8.8

Transboundary Effects

8.8.1

Transboundary effects relate to impacts that may occur from an activity within one
European Economic Area (EEA) state upon the environment or interests of another.

8.8.2

A screening of transboundary impacts has been carried out and is presented in
Volume 4, Annex 4.5.2: Transboundary Impacts Screening Note. This screening
exercise identified that there was no potential for significant transboundary effects
with regard to aviation, military and communications from Project Two upon the
interests of other EEA states.

8.7.146 During the decommissioning of Project Two there is the potential that Dudgeon and
Project One may be operational or being decommissioned. The Dudgeon
development would reduce the ability of helicopters to use HMR 4 in certain weather
conditions. The Project One development effectively increases the airspace through
which a helicopter may be required to divert to using HMR 3 in certain weather
conditions. This would result in an increased use of HMR 3 and HMR 4 already
affected by the Project Two development.
8.7.147 The impact is predicted to be of local spatial extent, short term duration,
intermittent and reversible. It is predicted that the impact will affect the receptor
directly. The magnitude of impact arising from the consideration of Project Two,
Dudgeon and Project One is therefore, considered to be medium.
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8.9

Inter-Related Effects

8.9.1

Inter-relationships are considered to be the impacts and associated effects of
different aspects of the proposal on the same receptor. These are considered to be:


Project lifetime effects: Assessment of the scope for effects that occur
throughout more than one phase of the project (construction, operational and
maintenance, and decommissioning) to interact to potentially create a more
significant effect on a receptor than if just assessed in isolation in these three
key project stages (e.g., subsea noise effects from piling, operational turbines,
vessels and decommissioning); and



Receptor led effects: Assessment of the scope for all effects to interact, spatially
and temporally, to create inter-related effects on a receptor. As an example, all
effects on a given receptor such as benthic habitats - direct habitat loss or
disturbance, sediment plumes, scour, jack-up vessel use etc., may interact to
produce a different, or greater effect on this receptor than when the effects are
considered in isolation. Receptor-led effects might be short term, temporary or
transient effects, or incorporate longer term effects.

8.9.2

The assessment of potential effects upon aviation, military and communications
interests has been made across all phases of the Project Two development. No interrelated effects were identified.

8.10

Conclusion

8.10.1

Consultation has taken place with aviation stakeholders, including helicopter
operators, oil and gas operators, and regulators, as presented in section 8.4. The
assessment methodology applied in this chapter has been discussed through the
consultation process (Table 8.3).

8.10.2

A summary of the findings of the assessment completed to date for aviation, military
and communications is presented in Table 8.13 below. Overall is it concluded that
there will be no significant effects arising from the development of Project Two in
isolation during the construction, operation and maintenance and decommissioning
phases.

8.10.3

There are no significant cumulative effects arising from the development of Project
Two during the construction, operation and maintenance and decommissioning
phases, when considered alongside other projects/plans.

8.10.4

There are no transboundary or inter-related effects identified with regard to aviation,
military and communications arising from the Project Two development.
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Table 8.13

Summary of potential environmental effects.

Potential impact

Mitigation measures
adopted as part of the
project

Direct/
indirect

Short
term/
long
term

Continuous/
intermittent

Sensitivity
of receptor

Magnitude
of impact

Significance of
effect
including
designed in
measures

Additional
mitigation
measures
and residual
significance
of effect

Notes

Construction phase
Cable laying activity and
associated vessel
movements along the
cable route corridor may
interfere with operations
within MOD Danger
Areas.

The DIO will be kept
informed of the cable
laying operations,
including nature and
timing of any cable
laying operations. This
will enable cable laying
activities and the firing
range activities to be coordinated.

Direct

Short
term

Continuous

High

Negligible

Minor adverse
(not significant)

N/A

-

The physical presence
of wind turbines and
other associated
infrastructure under
construction may form
an aerial obstruction
resulting in disruption to
HMR 3, HMR 4 and
HMR 13.

The UK Hydrographic
Office will be informed of
the locations, heights
and lighting status of the
wind turbines prior to
construction, including
timing of installation
works.

Direct

Short
term

Intermittent

Low

Medium

Minor adverse
(not significant)

N/A

-

Operation and maintenance phase
The physical presence
of wind turbines and
associated infrastructure
during the operational
phase may form an
aerial obstruction
resulting in disruption to
HMR 3, HMR 4 and
HMR 13.

The UK Hydrographic
Office will be informed of
the locations, heights
and lighting status of the
wind turbines prior to
construction, including
timing of installation
works.

Direct

Long
term

Intermittent

Low

Medium

Minor adverse
(not significant)

N/A

-

The physical presence
of wind turbines and
associated infrastructure
may form an aerial
obstruction resulting in
disruption to cross-zone
transit helicopter traffic.

The UK Hydrographic
Office will be informed of
the locations, heights
and lighting status of the
wind turbines prior to
construction, including
timing of installation
works.

Direct

Long
term

Continuous

Low

Medium

Minor adverse
(not significant)

N/A

-
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Potential impact

Mitigation measures
adopted as part of the
project

Direct/
indirect

Short
term/
long
term

Continuous/
intermittent

Sensitivity
of receptor

Magnitude
of impact

Significance of
effect
including
designed in
measures

Additional
mitigation
measures
and residual
significance
of effect

Notes

Helicopter hoist
operations may form an
aerial obstruction
resulting in an impact
upon cross-zone transit
helicopter flights.

Consultation with the
helicopter service
provider to minimise
disruption to cross-zone
transit flights.

Direct

Long
term

Continuous

Low

Medium

Minor adverse
(not significant)

N/A

-

The presence of wind
turbines and associated
infrastructure in
helicopter operational
airspace will form a
physical obstruction and
may impact on
helicopter access to the
Mimas platform,
disrupting helicopter
operations.

No direct mitigation
identified.

Direct

Long
term

Intermittent

Medium

Low

Minor adverse
(not significant)

N/A

-

The presence of wind
turbines and associated
infrastructure in
helicopter operational
airspace will form a
physical obstruction and
may impact on
helicopter access to the
Schooner A platform,
disrupting helicopter
operations.

No direct mitigation
identified.

Direct

Long
term

Intermittent

Medium

Negligible

Minor adverse
(not significant)

N/A

-

The presence of wind
turbines and associated
infrastructure in
helicopter operational
airspace will form a
physical obstruction and
may impact on
helicopter access to the
Babbage platform,
disrupting helicopter
operations.

No direct mitigation
identified.

Direct

Long
term

Intermittent

Medium

Negligible

Minor adverse
(not significant)

N/A

-
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Potential impact

Mitigation measures
adopted as part of the
project

Direct/
indirect

Short
term/
long
term

Continuous/
intermittent

Sensitivity
of receptor

Magnitude
of impact

Significance of
effect
including
designed in
measures

Additional
mitigation
measures
and residual
significance
of effect

Notes

The presence of wind
turbines and associated
infrastructure may
obstruct instrument
approach procedures to
the Babbage, Schooner
A and Mimas platforms,
potentially affecting
helicopter emergency
evacuation procedures.

No direct mitigation
identified.

Direct

Long
term

Intermittent

High

Negligible

Minor adverse
(not significant)

N/A

-

The physical presence
of wind turbines and
associated infrastructure
will form an aerial
obstruction and may
disrupt Missed Approach
Procedures (MAP) from
Schooner A, Mimas, and
Babbage platforms
when required under an
instrument approach.

No direct mitigation
identified.

Direct

N/A

N/A

N/A

No change

No effect

N/A

-

The physical presence
of wind turbines may
disrupt radar coverage
of NATS Claxby PSRs.

No direct mitigation
identified.

Direct

Long
term

Continuous

Medium

Low

Minor adverse
(not significant)

N/A

-

The physical presence
of wind turbines may
disrupt radar coverage
of NATS Cromer PSRs.

No direct mitigation
identified

Direct

Long
term

Continuous

Medium

Low

Minor adverse
(not significant)

N/A

-

The physical presence
of wind turbines may
disrupt radar coverage
of Military Air Traffic
Control Radar and
landing aids.

No mitigation required.

Direct

N/A

N/A

N/A

No change

No effect

N/A

-
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Potential impact

Mitigation measures
adopted as part of the
project

Direct/
indirect

Short
term/
long
term

Continuous/
intermittent

Sensitivity
of receptor

Magnitude
of impact

Significance of
effect
including
designed in
measures

Additional
mitigation
measures
and residual
significance
of effect

Notes

The physical presence
of wind turbines may
disrupt radar coverage
of Military Air Defence
Radar whose
operational range
overlaps Subzone 2.

No direct mitigation
identified

Direct

Long
term

Continuous

Low

Medium

Minor adverse
(not significant)

N/A

The safeguarding team at
the Defence Infrastructure
Organisation concluded
that Project Two would not
raise concerns in relation
to any potential impact on
the MOD’s operations.

The physical presence
of wind turbines and
associated infrastructure
may cause an
obstruction to Search
and Rescue (SAR)
helicopter operations.

An ERCoP will be in
place for all phases. The
ERCoP will include the
provision of self help.
The ERCoP will detail
specific marking and
lighting of the wind
turbine generators. The
SAR helicopter bases
will be supplied with an
accurate chart of the
Subzone 2 wind turbine
positions. Specific
procedures for the safe
operation of SAR
helicopter units are
detailed in Marine
Guidance Note 371
(MCA, 2008a).
Lighting of turbines shall
be in accordance with
The Navigation Order
2009 or as directed by
the Civil Aviation
Authority or the
Secretary of State for
Defence.

Direct

Long
term

Continuous

Medium

Low

Minor adverse
(not significant)

N/A

-

The physical presence
of wind turbines may
interfere with existing
offshore microwave and
other communication
links.

No mitigation required.

Direct

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

No effect

N/A

-
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Potential impact

Mitigation measures
adopted as part of the
project

Direct/
indirect

Short
term/
long
term

Continuous/
intermittent

Sensitivity
of receptor

Magnitude
of impact

Significance of
effect
including
designed in
measures

Additional
mitigation
measures
and residual
significance
of effect

Notes

Decommissioning phase
Project-related vessel
movements along the
cable route corridor may
interfere with operations
within MOD Danger
Areas.

The DIO will be kept
informed of the cable
decommissioning
operations, including
nature and timing of any
cable removal. This will
enable cable
decommissioning
activities and the firing
range activities to be coordinated.

Direct

Short
term

Continuous

High

Negligible

Minor adverse
(not significant)

N/A

-

The physical presence
of partially dismantled
wind turbines and other
associated infrastructure
during decommissioning
may form an aerial
obstruction resulting in
disruption to HMR 3,
HMR 4 and HMR 13.

The UK Hydrographic
Office will be informed of
nature and timing of
works.

Direct

Short
term

Intermittent

Low

Medium

Minor adverse
(not significant)

N/A

-
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